
archery 1968 
... for those who want the finest 



The most popular bows in 
archery are greater than ever! 
For years, Bear bows have been the 
favorites of archers and bowhunters 
everywhere. Bear's continuous pro
gram of experimentation and research 
has improved bows consistently. These 
improvements have become industry 
standards. 
1968 is another year of change. Basic 
changes, important changes. Improve
ments in the performance of both tar
get and hunting bows to make them 
smoother, vibration- and recoil-free. 
The Golden Triangle of Stability 
The minute you latch onto a new Bear 
bow, you become part of the smoothest, 
most stable shooting instrument in 
archery. 
A new design-The Golden Triangle of 
Stability-checks bow movement and 
keeps your arrow on target. 
When you grip the newly designed han
dle , you actually become the apex of 
this triangle . The handle has been 
moved just the right amount forward 
to insure greater control over the fac
tors which contribute to inconsistent 
arrow grouping. These bows have been 
designed to achieve best possible "dy
namic balance," insuring simultane
ous limb action; resulting in improved 
velocity and stability while minimizing 
"feel" of recoi I shock. 
The result of all this is a bow that takes 
up where you leave off. It's smooth and 
accurate, easily capable of 300 scores. 
It's a sure bet you'll raise your score 
the first time you use one. 
The Golden Triangle of Stability can lick 
these common problems: "fishtailing" 
arrows, arrows "slapping" the bow, se
lecting proper arrows, uncomfortable 
"feel" of vibration and recoil. 
Here's how it works: 
1. As shown in Figure 1, the amount of 
movement around the bow's vertical 
axis is controlled by the Golden Tri
angle design-
Placing the axis of rotation at the apex 
of the triangle, by moving the fulcrum 
point forward of the base, (base b~ing 
the line drawn between the points 
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where the bow limbs intersect the han
dle riser) insures a control of excessive 
rotation around the vertical axis due 
to inconsistencies in shooting tech-
niques. . 
2. Figure 2 shows that the amount of 
movement around the bow's horizontal 
axis is also controlled by the Golden 
Triangle design-
Placement of the "pivot point" at the 
exact apex of the horizontal axis in 
sures minimum movement around this 
axis due to inconsistent bowhand pres
sure which has previously magnified 
inaccuracies in vertical grouping. 
3. As depicted in Figure 3, the perfect 
dynamic balance in relation to hori
zontal and vertical axes, coupled with 
a more nearly perfect coordination of 
limb action, gives you greater insur
ance against shooting errors. 
Result: The Golden Triangle of Sta
bility .. . gives you the ultimate in 
stability, higher scores, and the "per
fect feel." Come to grips with the 
Golden Triangle, exclusively at your 
Bear dealer 's. 
Test the others ... then try Bear 
How stable are the new Bear bows? 
You can find out without ever shooting 
an arrow. String up your present bow. 
Try to move the string up and down 
while holding the bow vertically. If the 
limbs move two inches or more out of 
line, the vibration and dampening ac
tion will noticeably affect the arrow's 
flight. The bow's stability is less than 
perfect. 
Try the same test with a n~w .Bear bow. 
The limbs barely move. This illustrates 
the tremendous shooting stability of 
these new bows. 
Try this test with any bow. You ' ll see 
that the 1968 Bear Golden Triangle 
bows are the most stable you can shoot. 
New two-way grip ... more comfort
able than ever 
This year, Bear int.reduces a re~olu
tionary two-way grip that combines 
both the regular and pistol grip con
tours and feel. From one angle, it looks 
like a regular grip. Take another look 
and you'll swear it was a pistol grip. 
But no matter what it looks like, the 
feel is terrific. It's the most comfort-

able in archery. You've got to feel it to 
believe it! 
The newest advancement in stabilizers 
.•. the Bear Omni-Coupler! 
In addition to the built-in Golden Tri 
angle of Stability in 1968 Bear bows, 
the Bear bowyer now offers you the 
newest development in stabilizers! 
All stabilizers strive to regulate bow 
movement during the so called 
"archer's pa rad ox;" that is, the move
ment of the bow away from the arrow 
as it " snakes" around the bow handle. 
The new Bear Omni -Coupler allows the 
archer to better regulate this bow 
movement, thereby improving arrow 
clearance. 
At the "moment of paradox" during 
the shooting sequence, the Bear Omni
Coupler improves shooting accuracy 
and consistency by allowing the bow to 
move, while the new light-weight tu
bular rod and its weighted head remain 
relatively stationary. 
The Bear Omni -Coupler counteracts 
the shock and vibration of the bow 
limbs after the arrow is released , cre
ating faster dampening action and that 
s-m-o-o-t-h feel that is found only in 
bows from Bear. 
The Bear Omni-Coupler also provides 
for variable adjustment of its compres
sible bushing to give you a really sharp 
bow tuning capability. Two of these 
compressible bushings, each inter
changeable and of different densitie~, 
are furnished with each Bear Omn1 -
Coupler. 
In addition to the compressible bush
ings, there are two interchange~ble 
heads of different weights and a light 
weight tubular rod. This allows you to 
select the right combination of weight, 
bushing and adjustment that will best 
complement your own personal shoot
ing style. 
Try the new Bear Omni-Coupler ... it's 
a winner! 
Now bowhunters can get tournament 
stability .•. introducing the new Bear 
Hunting Stabilizer! 
The new Bear bowyer offers you the 
first hunting stabilizer-a compact, 
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plated weighted head and a built-in 
flexible coupler. 
The Bear Hunting Stabilizer offers you: 
(1) greater accuracy; (2) reduced string 
noise; (3) less bow movement; (4) bet
ter arrow clearance; (5) improved 
"feel." 
The entire unit comes in a camouflaged 
case for use in eliminating undesir
able reflections. 
Order a Hunting Stabilizer with your 
1968 Bear hunting bow. Get tourna
ment stability in the field! 
New Fred Bear Magnum Arrow with 
interchangeable points ... specially 
designed by Fred Bear, the man who 
knows best! ... it's another first from 
Bear. 
Bear now offers an exciting new arrow, 
the Fred Bear Magnum Arrow with Con
verta -Poi nts. 
These finest of all hunting and field 
arrows are of a special tough aluminum 
alloy, made to Fred Bear 's specifica
tions by James D. Easton, and feature 
Fred 's own patented system of inter
changeable heads. 
Converta-Points are not a conventional 
screw-in point. Arrow shafts are fitted 
with a specially-formulated insert ma
terial which accepts the threads of the 
screw-in Converta-Points. The special 
insert material insures a compressive, 
shock-resistant fit preventing the point 
from loosening on impact and elimi
nating "freeze up" as in the case of 
metal to metal. These arrows are avail
able in four tubing sizes covering the 
entire range of hunting and field ar
rows from 40 to 80 pound draw weight. 
To make this arrow truly versatile, the 
shafts have been designed with the 
same inside diameter allowing all Con
verta-Points to fit all shafts. 
The thread and long shank of the Con
verta -Point aligns the head . The end of 
the shaft and the high-strength shock
a bsorb i ng insert are flush against 
the shoulder of the Converta-Point to 
take the shock of impact, preventing 
loosening of the point and giving you 
the most rugged arrow available today. 
Developed basically as a hunting arrow 
with the needs of the hunter in mind, 

the Fred Bear Magnum Arrow allows 
the hunter to practice with blunts in 
the field, even though the only target 
may be a hard, dry tree. 
It's a four in one bargain! 
The Converta-Point consists of: (1) a 
special adapter to fit Razorheads® or 
heads of your choice; (2) a blunt point 
matched to Razorhead weight; (3) a 
field point matched to Razorhead 
weight; (4) a 75 grain target point as 
a fourth choice. 
All you n~ed is a dozen "Magnums," 
your choice of Converta-Points, and 
you're set for big game hunting, small 
game hunting, field archery or hunting 
practice "in the field" when you need 
1t most. Even target shooting, if you so 
desire. 
Enjoy them all by changing from single 
point style to Converta-Points without 
special tools or techniques! 
Get a dozen Fred Bear Magnums! 
The man behind the new look . .. Owen 
Jeffery 
Much of the new look and new per
formance of the 1968 Bear bows is the 
work of Bear's new master bowyer, 
Owen Jeffery. 
O'Jeff's reputation in bowmaking pre
ceded him to Bear. Although still a 
y~rnng man, he's had 17 years expe
rience as a bowyer. He's worked with 
several of America's leading archery 
manufacturers and is himself an ex
cellent tournament archer, as is his 
entire family. 
O'Jeff arrived at Bear early in 1967 
and went straight to work improving 
both the appearance and shooting 
characteristics of the entire Bear line 
. . . a task not to be envied. (Bear bows 
are used by more professional archers 
than any other bow, and a Bear bow 
has a permanent place in the Museum 
of Modern Art for its design.) But im
prove he did. The proof is in the com
plete line of 1968 Bear Target-Tourna
ment, All-Purpose and Hunting Bows. 
They've never been more beautiful, nor 
more scientifically perfect. 
Bear Quality ... a Grayling tradition 
Grayling, Michigan is known as the 
"Archery Capital of the World." Not 
only is the Bear Archery plant there, 

but Grayling probably has more archers 
and bow hunters per capita than any 
place in the country. The people of 
Grayling make Bear bows, and they 
use them. They participate in weekly 
archery leagues. In season, they bow 
hunt daily, sometimes even on their 
lunch hour. 
Being avid archers, they take pride in 
producing a product they personally 
use. The Bear manufacturing process 
makes use of modern machi·nery where 
possible. But it is that final personal
ized touch that really makes Bear bows 
outstanding. Each is hand sanded , 
hand lacquered, hand rubbed and per
sonally checked. It is in this h.and work 
that the citizens of Grayling excel. And 
it is because of their knowledge and 
love of archery that Bear bows and 
archery tackle are the world's finest. 
Bear bows . .. choice of champions 
Professional archers have acknowl
edged Bear as the bow to beat in tour
nament play. More pros use Bear bows 
than any other make. In the 1967 Inter
national Indoor Archery Champion
ships in Detroit, more than half of the 
1200 bows on the line were Bears. The 
event was won by "Gentleman Jim" 
Pickering of Salt Lake City and his Bear 
HC-30, with a record score of 596 out 
of a possible 600 points. 
Later in the year, at the National 
Field Archery Championship in Jack
son, Mississippi, Frank Gandy of Bar
tow, Florida, smashed all existing rec
ords with his Bear HC-30. Frank shot 
the first perfect animal round ever in 
NFAA competition . Previously, Frank 
rewrote the record books at home when 
he won the Florida state tournament. 
In California, Mrs. Francis Durff of 
Chico, using another Bear HC-30, took 
the California Women's Class A Free
style Field Archery Championship. 
In hunting, Fred Bear has taken just 
about every big game trophy in the 
world with a Bear bow. That includes a 
lion, a tiger, a polar bear ... even an 
elephant! 
Champions prefer Bear bows, but you 
don't have to be a champion to shoot 
one. Beginner or pro, when you shoot 
a Bear bo~. you feel Ii ke a champion! 
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HC-300 
300 ... the perfect tau rnament round. 

Previously, one of the magic numbers 
in sports, like the 4-minute mile. And 
here 's the bow that can deliver perfec
tion. the Tamerlane HC·300 . 

'· If a person ever tuned himself to the 
point of shooting as well as this bow can 
shoot, he'd make perfect scores every 
t ime. The HC-300 is stably built to the 
point where human error won't show up 
as easily in this bow as in others." 

That 's "Gentleman Jim " Pickering 
talking, one of the top competitors in 
the Professional Archers Association. 
Jim shares our enthusiasm for the new 
Tamerlane HC-300. 

"The new 1968 HC-300 is beautiful 

. . . much lighter in weight," says Jim, 
"but it reacts the sa. ne way, if not better, 
than the old HC-30." 

Although lighter in physical weight 
than last year's model , it is faster, 
smoother drawing, and amazingly 
stable. Thanks to the Golden Triangle 
design, the HC-300 remains virtually 
motionless on release, with nearly in
stant recoil dampening. 

" Hand placement on the handle is al
ways consistent, thereby providing better 
arrow flight." According to Jim, "You 
fee/ like you are a part of the bow." 

The HC-300's new two-way grip con
forms naturally and comfortably to any 
shooting style-has the feel of being 

... 

custom fitted for you . 
"Tuning a Bear bow is easier than any 

other bow." 
The Tamerlane HC-300 comes 

equipped with built-in Bear Premier 
Bowsight, incorporating adjustable ar
row plate and a wide choice of arrow 
rests . You're ready for the firing line 
the moment you pull it from its pile
lined jet black bow case. (Optional Bear 
stabilizers attach in seconds to built-in 
Quick-Connects.) 

"I shot my highest score in competi
tion after shooting my Bear bow only 
three times." 

Nuff said. See your Bear dealer ... 
Jim Pickering did . 
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Standard Equipment: Bear Premier 
Bowsight; Bear Custom Rest; Adjustable 
Arrow Plate; Stabilizer Quick-Connect. 

Length: 66", 69" and 72" 
Weights: 25 to 50 lbs. 
Draw limit: None 
Handle Sizes: Small, Standard, Large 
Glass Color: White 
Riser Wood: Hi-Compression material 

accented with tropical Rosewood 
Specify right-or left-hand, length, draw 

weight and handle size 
Weighed at 28" from front of arrow shelf 
Comes in handsome 3505 jet black bow case 

Bear Tamerlane HC-300 

$175°0 

• 
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tamerlane® 
Here's the bow that can be your ticket 

to the 1972 Olympics. The Bear Tamer
lane ... already a legend in its own 
time. 

Note the bold, forward position of the 
handle. Set ahead of the rest of the 
bow, the handle forms a solid base for 
the Golden Triangle of Stability. It holds 
the balance and 3-way stability of this 
great bow during shooting. 

Tamerlane embodies the same ele
gant appearance as the great HC-300. 
In addition to the East Indian Rose
wood Tamerlane, there is a Lady Tam
erlane. A gorgeous blond of Michigan 
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Hardrock Maple accented with East In
dian Rosewood . 

Both Tamerlanes have the new two
way grip and all the tournament fea 
tures needed to personalize them to 
your shooting habits: Custom Arrow 
Rest, Adjustable Arrow Plate, and built
ins to accept the Bear Premier Bow
sight and either Bear Sta bi I izer. 

Start practicing for that Gold Medal 
right now. See your Bear dealer and 
the incomparable Bear Tamerlane. 

Standard Equipment : Bear Custom Rest ; 
Ad1ustable Arrow Plate ; 

Stabilizer Quick-Connect. 
Optional Equipment : Bear Premier 

Bowsight 

Lengths : 66", 69" and 72" (Lady Tamerlane 
available in 66" length only) 

Weights : 25 to 50 lbs. 
Draw Limit: None 
Handle Sizes : Small, Standard, Large 
Glass Color: White 
Riser Wood : East Indian Rosewood and 

African Bubinga. (Lady Tamerlane, 
laminated Michigan Hardrock Maple 
and East Indian Rosewood) 

Specify right-or left-hand , length, draw 
weight, and handle size 

Weighed at 28" from front of arrow shelf 
Comes in handsome 3505 jet black bow 

case 

Bear Tamerlane 

$135°0 

$15QOO with 
Prem ie r Bowsight facto ry installed 



temujin® 
(p ronounced Tern-a-Gin) 

Temujin ... family name of the might
iest conqueror of all, Genghis Khan. 

Temujin ... the newest tournament 
bow from Bear. Designed and built in 
the Bear tradition of excellence. 

Temujin ... a bold new design based 
on an unusual concept of balanced "op
posites." Note how every curve and 
flare is balanced by a corresponding 
shape on the opposite surface. Note, 
too, the rich shadings of East Indian 
Rosewood with contrasting exotic Afri
can Bubinga. 

Temujin . .. stability far beyond any 

bow you've ever used. The exclusive 
Golden Triangle of Stability delivers 
tournament-winning performance. For
ward thrusting handle, quick dampen
ing action, nearly vibrationless limbs 
are all trademarks of the smooth-shoot
ing Temujin. 

Temujin ... all the features you need 
in a tournament bow. Comfortable two
way grip, Bear Custom Arrow Rest, Ad 
justable Arrow Plate, plus built-ins to 
readily receive the Bear Premier Bow
sight and either stabilizer. 

Temujin ... newest tournament con
queror from Bear. See it now. 

Standard Equipment: Bear Custom Rest· 
Adjustable Arrow Plate ; ' 
Stabilizer Quick-Connect. 

Optional Equipment: 
Bear Premier Bowsight 

Lengths : 66" and 69" 
Weights: 25 to 50 lbs. 
Draw Limit: None 
Handle Sizes : Small, Standard, Large 
Glass Color: White 
Riser Wood: East Indian Rosewood and 

African Bubinga 
Specify right- or left-hand, length, draw 

weight and handle size . 
Weighed at 28" from front of arrow shelf 
Bear Temujin 

$100°0 

$11500 with 
Premier Bowsight factory installed 



tartar 
All new, tip to tip. That's the only 

way to describe the Bear Tartar. 
The fine hand of our master bowyer 

is evident in the flaring contours of the 
handle that contrast with the smooth 
lines of the riser front. The wood is 
exotic Shedua, laminated to a gentle 
curve of Bubinga, blending into grace
fully recurved white limbs. 

Bear's exclusive two-way grip makes 
the Tartar as comfortable a bow as 
you ' ll ever handle. It also adds to its 
stability. Vibration is at a minimum. 

The Tartar comes equipped with the 
Bear Custom Arrow Rest and Adjust
able Arrow Plate, and will accept the 
Bear Premier Bowsight. The stabilizer 
Quick-Connect is located well below the 
bow hand. You'll get no interference 
when shooting with either Bear Stabi
lizer attached . 

The Tartar delivers truly professional 
performance on a beginner's budget. 
Its modest price makes it an excellent 
starting bow for tournament shooting. 
See it at your Bear dealer' s. 

Standard Equipment : Bear Custom Rest; 
Adjustable Arrow Plate ; 

Stabilizer Quick-Connect 
Optional Equipment: Bear Premier 

Bowsight 
Length: 66" 
Weights: 25 to 50 lbs. 
Draw Limit: None 
Glass Color: White 
Riser Wood: Shedua and African Bubinga 
Specify right-or left-hand and draw weight 
Weighed at 28" from front of arrow shelf 
Bear Tartar 

$57so 
$s2so with 

Premier Bowsight factory installed 



bearcat® 
The Bearcat has been designed to 

give you the most fun from archery 
-target shooting, field archery, even 
bowhunting. 

It can hold its own in any "beauty 
contest" you may get into at a tourna
ment. Its hand-hugging pistol grip 
flares out to form the eye-pleasing han
d le of imported Tigerwood. The limbs 
feature white 8'earglas on the face and 
black on the back. 

Even with all its beauty, once the 
Bearcat hits the game trails it will prove 
to be as rugged as the occasion de
mands. Fast shooting, too. In fact, the 

Bearcat has the same velocity as the 
big Tamerlane. 
See this great bow at your Bear deal
er's. It's three bows in one. 

length: 66" 
Weights: 25 to 50 lbs. 
Draw limit: None 
Glass Color: White face and black back 
Riser Wood: Tigerwood 
Specify right-or left-hand and draw weight 
Weighed at 28" from front of arrow shelf 
Bear Bearcat 

$5250 

tigercat® 
Traditionally, the Tigercat is the finest 

recurve bow for the money. This year, 
Tigercat delivers even more. 

The Tigercat's clean lines display the 
rich grains of tropical hardwoods along 
with black glass limbs. Together, they 
make an impressive sight. 

Impressive shooting, too. Tremendous 
stability and swift cast have always been 
Tigercat trademarks. Whether your target 
is a haybale or a whitetail , the Tigercat 
can do the job. 

Undecided whether to pursue tourna
ment archery or bowhunting? Get a Tiger
cat. Try your hand at both . See it at your 
Bear dealer's. 
length: 62" Draw limit: None 
Weights: 20 to 50 lbs. Glass Color: Black 
Riser Wood: Assorted Tropical Hardwoods 
Specify right-or left-hand and draw weight 
Weighed at 28" from front of arrow shelf 
Bear Tlgercat Bowhunter Set 

$3995 

Tigercat bow (40, 45 or 50 lbs.), 6 arrows with 4 
Razor heads and 2 target points; 6 auxiliary blades, 
armguard, bow quiver, shooting glove, target face, 
and hunting booklet. Individually packaged. 



bear cub® 
Here's a real "Believe it or not" that sur

prised us. The Bear Cub has brought down 
more deer than any other bow in use today. And 
we've been touting it as a beginner's bow! 

We've made the 1968 Cub even more of 
a professional performer. You'll find it 
easier to draw and with swifter cast. There 's 
more limb recurve and greater stability. 

The Bear Cub is the best bow to begin 
with; your Bear dealer is the best place. 
Length: 62" 
Weights: 15 to 50 lbs. 
Draw Limit: None 
Glass Colors: Assorted 
Riser Wood: Northern Hardrock Maple 
Specify right-or left-hand and draw weight 
Weighed at 28" from front of arrow shelf 
Bear Cub 

$2995 
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Bear Cub Set 

$3495 
Cub bow, 4 arrows, R&L tab, armguard, 
quiver, 16" target face, instruction book_ 
Individually packaged . 

Little Bear Set 

$2495 
Little Bear bow, 6 arrows, quiver, armguard , 
finger tab, colorful target_ 

little bear® 
This is the small version of the big Bear bow, 
right down to performance. Little Bear's lam
inated wood and fiberglass construction fea
tures an attractive hardwood handle riser, 
recurved Bearglas limbs, modified thumb 
rest and full sight window. Every detail is 
just like Dad's and Mom's bows. Makes a 
delightful gift for any youngster. 
Length: 48" 
Weights: 10 to 20 lbs. in 2 lb. increments 
Draw Limit: None 
Glass Colors: Assorted 
Riser Wood: Assorted Tropical Hardwoods 
Specify right-or left-hand and draw weight 
Weighed at 24" from front of arrow shelf 
Little Bear 

$1995 





super kodiak® 
Imagine yourself looking down your 

arrow at 650 pounds of grizzly bear. Or 
bellying across the frozen Alaskan tun
dra, minutes away from a rendezvous 
with a massive polar bear. 

You'd have to have one heck of a bow 
to be able to stand up against powerful 
game Ii ke that. A bow that was not only 
straight-shooting and fast, but one rug
ged enough to take the punishment of 
the trail. 

The bow you need is the one that's 
done all this, and more. The Bear Super 
Kodiak, Fred Bear's personal choice in 
hunting bows. 

Super Kodiak 
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The Super Kodiak has evolved from 
the famous Kodiak design. This is the 
bow originated and used by Fred Bear 
to bag more than 100 big game tro
phies. Special Hi-Compression material 
forms the slim Super Kodiak silhou
ette. This year, it's accented with full 
caps of East Indian Rosewood for a 
new, rich appearance. A crowned arrow 
rest and silent arrow plate help to send 
your shot off whisper quiet. 

See the Super Kodiak at your Bear 
dealer's. It's truly the champion of 
hunting bows. 

Length: 60" and 64" 
Weights : 35 to 70 lbs. 
Draw Limit: None 
Glass Color : Black 
Riser: Hi-Compression material with 

East Indian Rosewood Caps _ 
Specify right-or left-hand, and draw weight 
Weighed at 28" from front of arrow shelf 
Comes in handsome 3505 jet black bow 

case 
Bear Super Kodiak $9995 (Can be ordered camouflage 

painted for $5 .00 additional) 

$11495 with Premier 
Hunting sight factory installed 

(Fred Bear Hunting Bow Stabilizer may be or
dered as original equipment, with Quick-Connect, 
fa ctory installed , for $9.95. 



super magnum 48 
This is the age of specialization . 

Every field has its specialists and spe
cial equipment. Hunting is no excep
tion. While most hunting bows are fine 
for stalking and shooting from limited 
cover, it takes a very special kind of 
bow for cramped shooting situations 
under heavy cover. 

That very special kind of bow is the 
Bear Super Magnum 48. The "impos
sible" bow for "impossible" situations. 

Super Magnum 48 was designed for 
close-in shooting. Just 48" long, it's 
extremely maneuverable and has an 

- ---------~ 

extra rugged finish that takes scrapes 
and knocks in stride. 

Most importantly, the Super Mag de
livers. It has a smooth draw, a clean 
release and shoots flat, straight and 
fast. It's powerfu I enough for any game. 

Bear Hi-Compression material is used 
throughout this little demon; perfectly 
balanced, properly weighted and su
perbly sculptured. 

See the "special" bow that every bow
hunter needs at your Bear dealer's. 
The Super Magnum 48. 

Length : 48" 
Weights: 35 to 70 lbs. 
Draw Limit: None 
Glass Color : Black 
Riser: Hi-Compression material 
Specify right-or left-hand, and draw weight 
Weighed at 28" from front of arrow shelf 
Comes in handsome 3505 jet black bow 

case 
Bear Super Magnum $8 g 95 (Can be ordered camouflage-

painted for $5.00 add it ional) 

(Fred Bear Hunting Bow Stabilizer may be or
dered as original equipment with Quick·Connei:t. 
factory installed, for $9.95.) 

Super Magnum 



kodiak® magnum 
The famous Kodiak Magnum has 

been redes igned to be a partner in a 
new hunting combination. A combina
t ion th at you ' ll want to own for yourself. 

Meet half of bow hunting's new " dy
namic duo" .. . the Bear Kodiak Mag
num. (The Bear Kodiak Hunter is the 
oth er half.) 

Since its introduction five years ago, 
the Kodia k Magnum has enjoyed a pop
u lar ity no other hunting bow in the 
world has experienced . Once you 've 
hunted with one it 's easy to see why. 
From the minute you pack the easy-to
sto re 52 11 Magnum in your car, to the 
moment of trut h when you let that scor-

ing_ shot fly, you ' ll see why thousands 
swear by the Magnum . 

In a tightly-spaced blind or crawling 
through thick brush , the Kodiak Mag's 
compactness is a blessing. You can 
shoot this bow comfortably and accu
rately from any position : kneeling, 
standing, crouching, or even sitting. 

New this year is a handsome riser of 
exciting Shedua wood . The dark Forest 
Green Bearglas, front and back, gives 
the Mag the look of the woods them 
selves. There 's a new look to the famous 
Magnum silhouette, too. A longer heel 
on the handle that not only adds new 

beauty but gives a new, surer feel in 
your hand. 

See your Bear dealer and pick a win 
ner-the Kodiak Magnum. 

Length : 52 " 
Weights : 35 to 70 lbs. 
Draw Limit : None 
Glass Color : Forest Green 
Riser Wood: Shedua 
Specify right-or left-hand, and draw weight 
Weighed at 28" from front of arrow shelf 
Bear Kodiak Magnum $6 495 (Ca n be orde red ca m o uf lage· 

painted for $5 .0 0 a dd itional ) 

(Fred Bear H u nti ng Bow Stabi li ze r may be o r · 
dered as orig ina l equ ipme nt wi t h Quic k-Connect . 
fa ct ory i nsta ll ed, for $9.95 .) 



.. 

kodiak® hunter 
Here's the newest member of bow

h unti ng's new double play combi 
nation, the Bear Kodiak Hunter. 

Few bows in Bear's history have been 
as well received as last year's Kodiak 
Hunter. Literally an instant success, 
the Kodiak Hunter is out to win even 
more converts in 1968. 

Now two inches longer (though you'll 
hardly notice the difference in size), 
the Hunter has been reworked to make 
it shoot even faster and smoother. In 
appearance, it now matches the Kodiak 
Magnum by retaining the Shedua riser 
and Forest Green glass of last year's 
model. The broad limb design of the 
Hunter marks it as a powerful per-

former; one which you can rely on to 
pack a punch even at medium and long 
distance shooting. 

See the Kodiak Hunter, part of bow
hunting's hottest twosome, now at your 
Bear dealer's. 

Length: 60" 
Weights : 35 to 70 lbs. 
Draw Limit : None 
Glass Color : Forest Green 
Riser Wood: Shedua 
Specify right-or left-hand, and draw weight 
Weighed at 28" from front of arrow shelf 
Bear Kodiak Hunter $6 495 (Can be ordered ca mouflage· 

painted for$5.00 additional) 

(Fred Bear Hunting Bow Stabilize r may be or
dered as origina l equipment with Quick-Co nnect. 
factory install ed, for $9.95.) 

grizzly® 
By adding a Grizzly to his gun rack, 

the avid sportsman can become a two
season hunter. He'll quickly learn 
there 's a whole new season of thrills 
waiting for him in bowhunting. 

He' ll find the Grizzly as rugged as 
any task he puts it to. And powerful 
enough to drop anything on four legs. 

This year, the traditional Grizzly look 
has been altered by shortening the bow 
two inches, givi ng it more zip and ma
neuverability. The heel of the handle 
has also been extended to give a more 
streamlined look and improve the grip. 
The riser is made of Tigerwood giving 
the bow a natural camouflaged appear
ance. Crowned arrow rest and tapered 
limbs add to the ease and silence of 
the draw and release. 

Best of all, for the novice bowhunter 
who's just getting his fletching wet, the 
Grizzly is moderately priced and guar
anteed for three years. Check your Bear 
dealer for the '68 Grizzly. 
Length: 56 " 
Weights: 35 to 70 lbs. 
Draw Limit: None 
Glass Color: Tawnyglass 
Riser Wood: Goncola Alves (Tigerwood) 
Specify right-or left-hand, and draw weight 
Weighed at 28" from front of arrow shelf 
Bear Grizzly $4 995 (Can be ordered camouflage-

painted for $5.00 additional) 

(Fred Bea r Hunting Bow Stabilizer may be or
de red as original equipment with Qu ick-Co nnect, 
factory installed , for $9.95.) 
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bear 
matched 
arrows 
perfect partners for 
bear bows 

bear-easton aluminum arrows 

1010 doz. $32.50 
The ultimate in aluminum tournament arrows. 
Drawn from top quality tubing machined to 
minimum tolerances; set off with multicolored 
crest and pin striping. The carefully matched 
white or dyed feathers are fletched to a true 
helical. An unbeatable combination of crafts
manship and mater ials. (Select clear-dyed 
feathers on target, select barred feathers on 
hunting.) Plastic fletching (no extra cost) rec
ommended only for advanced archers. 

Specify exact bow weight at desired draw 
length. We will select proper shafts from 22 
sizes available. 

Bear-Easton Arrows for 
target or field shooting 24SRT-X* 
lOlOT Fitted with insert target 

points and fletching of 
suitable length for 
tournament shooting . doz. $32.50 

lOllFL Full length, with target 
points unattached, fletch-
ing of suitable length for 
tournament shooting . doz. $31.50 

XX-75* Target arrows available for $5.00 more 
per doz. than 24SRT-X. 

X-7* Target arrows available for $10.00 
more per doz. than 24SRT-X. (1614, 
1714, 1814, 1914, 2014 sizes only). 

Bear-Easton Arrows for hunting 
Following arrows available in tube sizes from 
1816 and up only: 

24SRT-X 
1012F or 10138 Field , or blunt 

points. F points are same 
weight as an interchange-
able with Razorheads®doz. $33.50 

10155 A matched set of six four-
blade Razorheads and 
six field points. (Points 
interchangeable) ... doz. $35.50 

1014H4 Fred Bear four-blade 
Razorheads . . . . .. doz. $37 .00 

Extras 
tSpecial cresting other than our 

own design, extra. . .... • . doz. $ 2.50 
Four-fletch, extra . . . . . . . . . doz. $ 1.00 
Full length olive drab shaft color, 

extra .... .......... doz. $ 1.50 
Orders less than one dozen (mini-

mum '!2 dozen) extra ...... . .. $1.00 
XX-75 Hunting arrows available for $5.00 

more per doz. than 24SRT-X. 
tSpecial cresting is limited to circular patterns 
not more than 10" from nock. 

Easton Component Parts 
The finest aluminum shaft made. Holds vir
tually all national and international tournament 
records. Consistently uniform in spine, weight 
and balance. 24SRT-X alloy available in 22 
standard sizes: 1416, 1516, 1518, 1616, 1618, 
1713, 1716, 1718, 1813, 1816, 1818, 1820, 
1913, 1916, 1918, 1920, 2013, 2016, 2018, 
2020, 2114, 2219. 

Insert target points are available for all 22 
sizes in case hardened steel and aluminum ; 
broadhead sizes for the following ten sizes 
only: 1816, 1818, 1820, 1916, 1918, 1920, 
2016, 2018, 2020, 2219. 

All tubing is taper-closed for 11 '!2° standard 
nocks. 
1310 

1311 

1312 
1314 

XX-75 

X-7 

24SRT-X Cut to length, 
with points installed .. doz. $22.75 

24SRT Full length with 
points unattached . .. doz. $21.75 

Insert target points only . doz.$ 3.80 
Broadhead adapter inserts 

only .......... doz.$ 2.40 
Shafting available for $5.00 more per 

doz. than 24SRT-X. 
Shafting available for $10.00 more 

per doz. than 24SRT-X, (1614, 1714, 
1814, 1914, 2014 sizes only.) 

*® Registered Jas. D. Easton, Inc. 

bear micro-flite® fiberglas arrows 

1020 doz. $29.00 
Bear Micro-Flites give top-performance under 
all weather conditions. That's because they are 
specially made from top grade Sila-Flext Shafts 
-a rugged, lightweight material that's unaf
fected by moisture or temperature. Features 
distinctive multi-colored cresting, fine pin 
stripes, and true helical fletching. (Select clear
dyed feathers on target, select barred feathers 
on hunting.) Available in lengths up to 31" to 
back of head, in a wide range of sizes for all 
bow weights. Please specify exact bow weight 
at desired draw length . 

Bear Micro-Flite Arrows for 
target or field shooting 
1020T Fitted with insert target 

points and fletching of 
suitable length for 
tournament shooting. dl!z· $29.00 

1021FL Full length, with target 
points unattached, 
fletching of suitable 
length for tournament 
shooting . . . . . . . doz. $28.00 

Bear Micro-Flite Arrows for hunting 
1022F or 10238 Field or blunt 

points. F points are same 
weight as and inter
changeable with" 
broad heads ...... doz. $30.00 

10255 A matched set of six four-
blade Razorheads, and 
six field points. (Points 
interchangeable) ... doz. $32.45 

1024H4 Fred Bear four-blade 
Razorheads .. . ... doz. $34.95 

Extras 
ttSpecial cresting, other than our 

own design , extra . . ..... doz. $ 2.50 
Four-Fletch, extra ......... doz.$ 1.00 
Full length olive-drab shaft color, 

extra . . • . . . . . . . . ... doz. $ 1.50 
Orders less than one dozen (Mini-

mum, '!2 dozen), extra ........ $1.00 
ttSpecial cresting is limited to circular patterns 
not more than 10" from neck 

Micro-Flite Glass Shafts 
Component Parts 
Light yellow in color, tubes are available in a 
complete range of sizes for every need from 
tournament shooting to big game hunting. 

Please specify exact bow weight and draw 
length. 
1320 Complete Micro-Flite® shafts 

cut to length with neck 
inserts and target points 
installed ......... doz. $19.50 

1325 with broadhead adapter 
inserts installed . . . . doz. $19.90 

1321 Micro-Flite Full-length 
shafts (31 ") ....... doz. $14.50 

1322 Nock Inserts ........ doz.$ 1.60 
1323 Insert target points 

(case-hardened steel) •• doz. $ 2.00 
1324 Broadhead adapter 

inserts ...... .. . . doz.$ 2.40 
1326 Point-Fast® Adhesive (for 

inserts) 2-oz. kit. . . . . ea. $ 1.25 

t® Registered Sila ·Flex, Inc. 
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new 
fred bear 
magnum 
arrows 
with interchangeable 
points ... specially 
designed by 
Fred Bear! 

Fred Bear Magnum Arrows with Converta
Points are the finest of all hunting and field 
arrows. They are made of a special tough alu
minum alloy to Fred Bear 's specifications by 
James D. Easton, and feature Fred's own pat
ented system of interchangeable heads. 

Converta-Points are not a conventional screw
in point. Arrow shafts are fitted with a specially
formulated insert material which accepts the 
threads of the screw-in Converta-Points. The 
special insert material insures a compressive, 
shock-resistant fit preventing the point from 
loosening on impact and eliminating "freeze 
up" as in the case of metal to metal. 

The Converta-Point consists of: (1) a special 
adapter to fit Razorheads® or heads of your 
choice; (2) a blunt point matched to Razorhead 
weight; (3) a field point matched to Razorhead 
weight; (4) a 75 grain target point as a fourth 
choice. 

With a dozen " Magnums," you're set for big 
game hunting, small game hunting, field arch
ery, hunting practice, even target shooting! 
Enjoy them all by changing from single point 
style to Converta-Points without special tools 
or techniques. 

Fred Bear Magnum Arrows are available in 
the following tube sizes covering the entire 
range of hunting and field arrows: .308 for 
40/50 lb. bows, .312 for 50/60 lbs., .316 for 
60/70 lbs., .320 for 70/80 lbs. 
1030 Cut to length, fitted with 

high strength inserts with 
6 Razorhead adapters, 
6 blunts and 6 field 
points ...... . 

1332 Converta Field Points . 
1333 Converta Blunt Points . 
1330 Converta Target Points. 

doz. $33.95 
doz.$ 1.50 
doz.$ 1.50 
doz.$ 1.50 

bear cedar arrows 

1040 Bear Top Grade doz. $14.95 
Selected Port Orford Cedar prov ides the quality 
shafting for Bear's top grade cedar arrows. Un
errin~ flight and swift cast make them archers' 
favorites. Spine matched to ± 21/2 lbs., weight 
matched to 5 grain tolerances. True helical 
fletching. (Select clear-dyed feathers on target, 
select barred feathers on hunting.) Length : 31" 
maximum to back of head. Choice of yellow, 
white or olive drab shaft, three color crest. 

Bear Top Grade Cedar Arrows for 
target, field or hunting 
1040T Target .....•.. . doz. $14:95 
1041FL Full length without 

points. . . .. ...• doz .. $13.95 
1042F or 10438 Field or blunt 

125-grain points • 
1044H4 4-blade hunting ... 
104SS Set (6 F and 6 H-4) • 

1040 Cedar Flu-Flu 

. doz. $15.9S 

. doz. $18.9S 

. set $17.9S 

Swift, accurate, limited action flu-flu arrow for 
bird shooting, small game, or trap shooting. 
Feathers are designed to provide fleeting initial 
flight. but slow down at peak of arc to limit dis
tance of travel. Specify length and weight. 
1046H4 4-blade hunting .. box of four $8.50 
1047F/8 Field or blunt ... box of four $7.00 

1050 Bear High Grade 
Cedar Arrows doz. $11.95 
Excellent for the novice and expert alike. Bear 
High Grade Cedar Arrows are spine-matched 
to 5 lbs. tolerance. Weight matched to 10 grain 
tolerance. Machine crested. Maxi mum length: 
31". Yellow, white or olive drab shaft. 
1050T Target ......•.. doz. $11.95 
lOSlFL Full-length, without 

points .... .. • .. doz. $10.9S 
1052F or 10S38 Field or blunt, 

125-grain points . 
10S4H4 4-blade hunting ... . 
lOSSS Set (6 F and 6 H-4) . . 

1060 Bear Standard Grade 

. doz. $12.9S 

. doz. $1S.9S 
• set $14.9S 

Cedar Arrows doz. $9.95 
Rugged and inexpensive, Bear Standard Grade 
Cedar Arrows are designed for the beginner. 
Spine-matched to within 5 lbs. tolerance . 28, · 
30 in. lengths only. Shafts color-keyed to arrow 
weight: 30-40 lbs.-white; 40-50 lbs.-yellow; 
50-60 lbs.-olive drab. 
1060F Field, 40-grain points .• doz.$ 9.9S 
1061FL Full length without 

points. • . . . . . . doz.$ 9.4S 
1064H4 
106SS 
10668 
12638 

Four-blade hunting. • doz. $14.45 
Set (6 F and 6 H-4) . . set $13.4S 
Flu-Flu ..... box of four $ 3.9S 
Flu-Flu Bulk Pac • . X gross $32.40 

Port Orford Cedar Shafts 
Parallel Port Orford Cedar shafts, matched for 
weight and spine. 51\&" dia . for 30-35 lbs. only. 
21/&c" dia . 35-55 lbs.; 11132" dia. 55-70 lbs., spined 
at 28". Specify bow weight and draw length . 
Shafts are 31". 
1300 Spine/Weight matched .. doz.$ 4.00 
1301 Spine matched . . . hundred $16.9S 

(lots of 100 only) 

:rips on sharpening your 
Bear Razorheads® 
Razorheads are factory-sharpened, but should 
have additional sharpening before being used 
on game. This is best done with a mill file such 
as our 3135 or Bear's new 7255 Cutmaster 
Sharpener: File toward the point and at the 
original bevel. Finish up by holding the file flat 
on the bevel at a 90° angle to arrow shaft and 
take five or six light strokes on 
both sides of edge. This has 
the same effect as a butcher's 
steel in removing burr for best 
final cutting surface . Do not 
file main blade to long slender 
point. A rounded, chisel point 
(see illustration) will prevent 
it from curling when striking 
hard bone. 

Point Styles Available 
These are the four popular point styles avail
able on Bear Arrows. Type of po int is listed 
under each. 

FIELD POINT-125-GRAIN 

BLUNT-125-GRAIN 

RAZO RHEAD® 

TARGET POINT 
Note: Arrow length is measured from bottom of 
nock slot to this point: 

H-4 Razorhead B Blunt 

~ ~Mi 
~~~~I~~~ ~ 

F Field Point to T Insert Target Point 
match broadhead 

Selecting Correct Arrows 
Preferred Method-Method 1 

r 1 ·1 

Draw a measuring arrow (marked in inches) in 
your bow. At full draw, your correct arrow length 
is the point at which the arrow stops in relation 
to the front of the arrow shelf. See illustration 
above. 

Alternate Method-Method 2 

Drawing Length 

Spread Measurement 

57•.59• 
60"-62" 
63"-65" 
66"-68" 
69"-71" 
72"-74" 
75"-77" 

Arrow length 

24"-25" 
25"-26" 
26"-27" 
27"-28" 
28"-29" 
29"-30" 
30"-31" 
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bear quivers 
handcrafted 
and handsome 

Bear quivers are made of specially se
lected top grain leathers. That's why 
they ' re able to withstand rugged use 
and still give the long lasting wear 
archers have come to expect from Bear 
leather goods. They are produced ex
clusively by Bear craftsmen, skilled in 
the intricacies of leather-working and 
design. You'll recognize that only hand 
craftsmanship can produce the fine de
tailing and consistent quality found in 
all Bear quivers. 

3180 Big Bear Quiver 
Top grain black steerhide with smoked elk trim . 
Big enough for 24 arrows. Three roomy com
partments, large zipper pocket, hang-up ring 
and " totin" thongs included. Easy on-and-off 
harness. Length 23 11

• 

3180 Specify right or left-hand .... $24.95 

3170 Western Quiver 
Smoked elk and top-grain cowhide combine to 
form this superbly-crafted quiver. Holds 18 to 
20 arrows. Includes easy on-and-off harness, 
hang-up ring, and thongs for foul-weather gear 
tie-up. 
3170 Specify right or left-hand ... . $19.95 
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3175 Cheyenne Centerback Quiver 
Hand stitched quality leather construction 
throughout. New fast action pack style harness 
affords perfect individual adjustment and com
fort. Roomy accessory pocket. Holds 14-18 ar
rows easily. 
3175 Black .............. $15.95 

3185 St. Charles Quiver 
A Bear exclusive-holds 14 broadheads se
curely in place, ready for action . Hunter may 
instantly draw with either hand with a minimum 
of movement. Antique elkskin hood protects 
feathers ; foam-rubber base keeps broad heads 
sharp. Chest thong and pack harness distrib
utes weight evenly, comfortably. 
3185 (Without accessory pack) ... . $16.95 
3200 (With accessory pack) ..... $19.95 
3190 Accessory pack only (may also 

be used as belt pack) .. .. $ 3.45 

3205 Trophy Quiver 
Top grade leather in an eye-appealing design . 
The Bear Trophy Quiver holds 20 arrows in 
two compartments without crowding. Big side 
pocket with zipper. Black, brown , smoked elk, 
antique or white leather. 
3205 Specify right or left-hand .... $11.95 

3206 New Trophy Quiver 
(Same as 3205) with new embossed black liz
ard, black all igator and western brown . 
3206 Specify right or left-hand . . .. $12.95 

3210 Texan Quiver 
Two roomy compartments hold 14-18 arrows. 
Contrasting color coordination on big zipper 
pocket and cuff. 
3210 Specify right or left-hand . .. . $12.95 

3215 Blackhawk Quiver 
Skillfully-tooled front design gives the Black
hawk its unique appearance. Ideal for both 
novice and p.xpert. Brown with smoked elk trim . 
19" length. 
3215 Specify right or left-hand .. .. $ 8.95 

3220 Shawnee Quiver 
Constructed of rugged Bearhyde for inexpen
sive yet Jong-lasting use. Holds 10-12 arrows. 
Brown-tan coordination with quality leather 
trim . 
3220 Specify right or left-hand .. .. $ 3.95 

3225 Tournament Quiver 
This fine belt quiver is designed with the tour
nament archer in mind. Includes arrow divider 
and two belt straps. Extra-large zippered pocket, 
score card clip, and pencil holder. Constructed 
of high-quality leather. Holds 12 arrows. 19" 
length. Specify right or left-hand. 
3225 Black, brown, smoked elk, 

white or antique ....... $10.95 

3226 New Tournament Quiver 
(Same as 3225) l'<ith new embossed black Jiz. 
ard, black alligator and western brown . 
3226 Speci fy right or lef t-hand ... $11.95 
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3230 

3255 3185 

3230 National Quiver 
High-quality, top-grain leather throughout gives 
this tournament-type belt quiver its home-on
the-range look. Holds 12 arrows comfortably. 
Includes divider strap and spare string pocket. 
Colors: Black, brown, smoked elk or white. 
3230 Specify right or left-hand . . .• $ 6-95 

3240 Sherwood Quvier 
Distinctive full suede leather and fringed cuff, 
yet inexpensively priced . The Sherwood belt 
quiver holds 10 arrows. Includes belt hook and 
ring. 
3240 . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . . $ 4.95 

3235 New Sherwood Quiver 
(Same style as 3240 in black vezo skin) 
3235 ... . . . ... . ....... $ 4 .95 

3245 Champion Quiver 
Tournament-type side quiver of tooled saddle 
leather. Includes belt hook and ring. 
3245 Tan or white . . . . . ..... $ 3.95 

3250 Mohican Quiver 
An inexpensive target quiver made of durable 
Bearhyde with contrasting leather trim . Holds 
8 to 10 arrows. 19%" long. Includes belt hook 
and ring. 
3250 ...... .. ..... .... $ 2.95 

3255 Scholar Quiver 
Bearhyde-built small belt quiver is perfect for 
the beginner. Holds 4 to 6 arrows . Has loop 
for belt. 
3255 ............ .. . .. $ 1.00 

3260 The Talisman 
Comfortable, functional, the newest idea in 
quivers. The Talisman puts to use the best 
features of both side and hip quivers. Large 
zipper pocket, pencil holder, arrow separator 
and tie-down thongs . Belt tunnel on back. Belt 
clips included. Black, brown , antique or white . 

3260 Specify right or left-hand . . . . $10.95 

3261 New Tal isman 
(Same as 3260 above) with new embossed 
leather b lack l izard, western brown 
3261 Specify right or le ft-hand . . .. $11.95 

3265 Matching be lt: Black, brown. 
white, ant ique or smoked elk, 
black l izard, black alligator 
and western brown, 1" width . $ 1.95 

3275 Matching belt : Black, brown, 
white, antique or smoked elk, 
black lizard, black alligator 
and western brown, l Yz" width $ 3.50 

3285 Talisman Hunter 
The quick-draw "holster" of archery-fastens 
to waist and leg; holds six broadheads ready 
for action. Handstitched antique elkskin with 
rubber shaft separators and foam rubber inside 
bottom to protect blades. Snap-c lose pocket, 
tie-down leg thong, belt tunnel. 

3285 Specify right or left-hand ... . $11.95 

3286 With matching belt (1%" wide). $14.95 

• 

3245 

3310 3295 

3290 New Talisman Hunter 
(Same as 3285) with new embossed leather, 
western brown . 
3290 Speci fy right or left-hand .... $12.95 
3291 With matching western brown 

belt. . . . . . . . . . . . $15.95 

3295 Custom Hip Pocket Quiver 
All black saddle leather with go ld trim . Includes 
divider and outside pocket for string or cig· 
arettes. Length 10" 
3295 .... .... . . ... . ... $ 4.95 

3300 Deluxe Hip Pocket Quiver 
Lip prevents wear on trouser pocket. Heavy 
sadd le leather with quick-action flap. 10" long 
3300 ...... . .......... $ 2.50 

3305 Standard Hip Pocket Quiver 
Well-made with top quality saddle leather. Has 
belt slots and divider. Length 10" 
3305 . .. ....... . ...... $ 1.50 

3310 The Huntsman 
Safely holds and protects six hunting arrows. 
Rubber shaft separators preven t fletching rub. 
Broadhead points are held firmly in foam rub· 
ber to protect sha rp edges. Constructed of 
rugged saddle leather to conform to body. 
3310 . ...... .. ........ $ 7.95 
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bear 
bow 
quivers 
the ultimate in convenience 
and fast action 
for the bowhunter! 

Speed and stealth are the things in 
bowhunting. And with Fred Bear's own 
design bow quiver, they're yours! 
Snaps on and off your bow in a flash. 
Serves up arrows at a touch. Ample 
room on the 8-arrow model to carry a 
full day's load of arrows at your finger
tips. If lighter weight is preferred, use 
the 4·arrow model in combination with 
a back quiver. 

3590 8-Arrow Bow Quiver 
made in three sizes: $14.95 

3590S (short) fits most hunting bows fror:n 52"-
62". Works best on the short Kodiak® Magnum
type bow. (Specify right or left-hand mode/.) 
3590R (regular) fits bows from 60"-64". Works 
best on med ium-length hunting bows such as 
the Super Kod iak-". (Specify right or left-hand 
mode/.) 
3590L (long) for hunting bows from 60"-66". 
Work best on Bearcat®-type bows (Specify right 
or left-hand model.) 

3615 4-Arrow Bow Quiver 
in two sizes: $12.95 

3615S (short) fits most short hunting bows 
from 56" down. (Specify right or left-hand model.) 
3615R (regular) fits most hunting bows from 
54" to 66". (Specify right or left·hand model.) 

/---~--

Plastic-coated bracket wires protec t bow finish 
when mounting or detaching the Fred Bear Bow 
Quiver. Works quickly, easily and smoothly on 
a strung bow. 
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Replacement Parts 
3595 Front Rubber Point Holder . $ 1.50 
3600 Rear Rubber Shaft Holder . $ 2.00 
3605R Front Bracket, Regular . . $ 2.00 
3605L Front Bracket, Long. . . $ 2.00 
3610R Rear Bracket, Regular . • $ 1.50 
3610L Rear Bracket, Long . . . . $ 1.50 

(Specify right or left-hand mode/) 

IMPORTANT: 
We recommend that when buying a bow quiver, 
you actually put it on the bow you wish to use it 
with, to make sure you have the right size. 

If the 3590 or the 3615 will not fit the hunting 
bow of your choice, we suggest you try the 
3620 or 3625 

Bear Screw-On and Tape-On Bow Quivers 

3625 Screw-on Bow Quiver 
Threaded brass bushing fits in bow handle. 
When attaching quiver, a small coin serves as 
screwdriver. 21/s4" bushing affects neither bow 
nor your accuracy. Holds 4 arrows. (Specify 
right or left-hand model.) 
3625 ..•. ... ...... .... $10.95 

3620 Tape-on Bow Quiver 
Rigid, two-point mounting tapes onto bow riser. 
Use ordinary household, adhes ive or electri
cian's tape. Always wax this section of bow be
fore taping. Holds 4 arrows. (Specify right or 
left-hand model.) 
3620 (plastic tape included) • .. .. $10.95 

Replacement Parts 
3640 Rubber shaft holder (Specify 

right or left-hand mode/.) .. 
3645 Rubber point holder (Specify 

right or left-hand mode/.) . 
3630 Allen wrench and bushing . 
3635 Screw only _ ....... . 

. $ 1.00 

. $ 1.00 
• $ 1.00 
. $ .50 

b 
b 
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bear makes 
bowfishing 
a snap! 

3025 
$7.45 

1
915 

J.45 

- - --- - --- - ------

Bowfishing is a snap when you're using Fred 
Bear's Bowfishing Rig. Snaps on and off your 
bow in seconds. Your bow is protected by the 
vinyl-coated spring-steel brackets that grip it 
tightly. Once on, they automatically position 
the reel in place, ready for action. Spinning
type reel has no moving parts to wear out or 
replace. Waterproof, too. Solid glass Bear Har
poon Arrow will hold even the fightn'est fish 
without snapping. 

Bear Bowfishing Outfit 
Complete outfit includes bowfishing rig, fiber
glass arrow with harpoon head, 50 ft. of 90 lb. 
test braided nylon line and instruction booklet. 
3010 Complete (excluding bow) tape-

on rig with single-barb point . $ 4.95 
3015 Same as 3010 except with 3060 

easy-off point • •....... $ 5.45 
3020 Complete (excluding bow) 

snap-on rig with single-barb 
point. (Specify right or left 
hand, regular or long 

3025 

3080 

7900 

7601 
3030 

3035 

3040 

3045 
3050 
3055 

3082 
3110 

brackets) .. . .. •. . .•• $ 6.95 
Same as 3020 except with 3060 

easy-off point. (Specify right
er left-hand, regular or long 
brackets) . . . . . . . . . . . $ 7 .45 

Snap-on bracket, reel and line. 
(Specify right or left-hand, 
regular or long brackets) ... $ 4 .95 

Reynolds Bowfishing Reel and 
line (attaches to any 
Reynolds sight bar) . . . • . $ 7 .95 

Anod ized Base (for above reel). $ 3.00 
Layfletched arrow with single-

barb po int . . . . . . . . . . $ 2.00 
Layfletched arrow with 3060 

easy-off point . . ..... .. $ 2.50 
Layfletched arrow with 3075 

Gardner point ........ $ 3.25 
Layfletched arrow without point $ 1.50 
Solid glass shaft only .••. .. $ .75 
Single-barbed harpoon head 

only . .•....• . •.•. $ .50 
Tape-on bracket, reel, and line.$ 2.95 
Extra line: braided nylon, 50 ' , 

90 lb. test ... •. ...•. $ .75 
3115 Layfletched, three-vaned, 

slip-on, molded rubber 
fletching for 'hz" and 11/32 11 

shafts ...... .... ea. $ .40 

7915 New Mac's Bow Reel 
Large 11';4- inch diameter reel lets yo u aim and 
shoot through with minimum drag, maximum 
accuracy. Solid stee l construction ; to attach , 
tape padded brackets to bow. Arrow clips hold 
arrow securely. Complete with 70 feet of 80-
pound test nylon line . 
7915 ...... ... . . . .... . $ 6 .45 

Other points available 
3060 Easy-Off Fish Point, double 

barbed harpoon head , 
screw-on type . . 

3065 (Extra 3060 head) .... . 
3070 (Extra 3060 shank) .... . 
3075 Gardner Point Single barb can 

be turned over for quick fish 

. $ 1.00 

. $ .75 

. $ .25 

removal ........... $ 2.25 
7905 Al's Fish-Slick Retractable 

point with moving barb for 
easy removal ........ . $ 1.50 

7910 Shure-Shot Single barb reverses 
to remove fish easily •• •.. $ .90 

bear 
razorheads(R) 
preferred and used by 
six out of every 10 
pope & young record-holders 

' ' 

\ 
I 

A four-blade, razor-sharp broad head acclaimed 
as the most lethal hunting head ever deve l
oped. Two precision made blades combined . 
The main blade of mill-tempered spring steel 
is silver brazed to a one-piece steel fe rru le and 
is long-bevel ground and honed to extreme 
sharpness. An easily replaceable , lightweight 
auxiliary blade, also of razor steel, completes 
the four edge broadhead. 

Although the main blade comes from the 
factory extremely sharp, heads should be fur
ther filed or honed to achieve complete effec
tiveness. Also, after each use the main blade 
should be filed at the original bevel. Auxiliary 
blades should be discarded after each hunting 
shot. However, they can be sharpened at camp 
by first using a medium stone to br ing up the 
edge then honing with a very fine ston e. (See 
page 17) 

Fred Bear Razorheads 
One dozen Fred Bear sing le-blade Razorheads 
plus one dozen razor-aux il iary blades and slot 
cleaning tool . In handy protective " skin pack." 
H-4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . doz. $ 5 .95 

Auxiliary Blades 
Extra blades for the H-4 Razorhead. One dozen 
per package . Weight 10 grains each. 
H-A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . doz. $ 1.25 
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bear 
bow 
cases 

3500 Transport or store your bow in style and 
safety. Bow nestles amid a soft, deep pi le lin· 
ing. Long zipper c losure keeps out dust and 
dirt. Extra fine, extra soft leather-grained ex
panded vinyl finish. Roomy zipper-closed ac
cessories pocket. Available in olive green, tan
gerine, snow white and black. 8" width. 52 ", 
60", 66" and 72" lengths ....... $15.95 
3505 A fleecy nap double-lining protects your 
bow in this rich, expanded vinyl case. Rein
forced stitching at wear points assures added 
years of use. Leather grained exterior colors: 
olive green, tangerine, snow white and black. 
8 " width. Reinforced handle and extra- long zip· 
pered closure. 52", 60", 66" and 72" lengths 
. .. . . ... ... .. ..... ... $9.95 
3510 The r ich-looking leather grained vinyl 
exterior of this case belies its low price. Quality 
features include carrying handle and rein 
forced stitching for longer service. 6%" wide. 
Select from olive green, tangerine, snow white 
and black. 52", 60''. 66" and 72" lengths. $4.95 
3512 Colorful corduroy case with tie string, 
60", 70" lengths . Width-4%" .. .. . $2.95 
3515 Bright gold cotton twill with heavy 
napped back. Vinyl bindings. Lengths 60", 70". 
Width-4%" . . $1.95 

3500 3505 3510 
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All-Black Accessories• 
Di stinctive style on th e range 
3505 Bow Case . . . 
3205 Trophy Quiver. 
3265 Bear Belt . .. 
3415 or 3420 Glove. 
3455 Kool Arm guard 
3461 Kool Armguard Long (7") 

All-White Accessories• 
Coordinated for fashion 
3510 Bow Case .. .. 
3225 Tournament Quiver . 
3265 Bear Belt .. . 
3415 or 3420 Glove ... . 
3455 Kool Armguard .. . 

$ 9.95 
$11.95 
$ 1.95 
$ 2.45 
$ 2 .25 
$ 2.45 

$ 4.95 
$10.95 
$ 1.95 
$ 2.45 
$ 2.25 

* Be sure to specify color desired when ordering 
above merchandise. 

omni-coupler 
and stabilizers 

New Bear Omni-Coupler 
The newest, and most advanced, development 
in stabilizers, the Bear Omni-Coupler improves 
shoot in g accuracy and consistency by allowing 
the bow to move at the "moment of paradox" 
during the shooting sequence. But while the 
bow is moving, the new lightweight tubular rod 
and weighted head of the Omni-Coupler remain 
relatively stationary! This gives your arrow a 
truer fl ight, greatly improving accuracy. 

The Bear Omni-Coupler counteracts the 
shock and vibration of the bow limbs after the 
arrow is released, creating faster dampening 
action and that s-m·o·O·t·h feel found only on 
a Bear bow. 

The Bear Omni-Coupler consists of two inter· 
changeable compressible bushings of different 
densities, two interchangeable heads of differ· 
ent we ights and a lightweight tubular rod . You 
can select the r ight combination of all these 
elements that will best complement your own 
persona I shooting style . 
7311 Bear Omni-Coupler with 2 

interchangeable compressible 
bushings .. .. .... . . . $14.95 

7310 Bear Omni-Coupler complete 
with tubular rod and two 
weighted heads in carrying 
case . . . . . . . . . .... $24.95 

New Bear Hunting Stabilizer 
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The first hunting stabilizer ever offered to bow
hunters. A compact unit consisting of a chrome· 
plated weighted head and a built-in flexible 
coupler. The entire unit is just 3Yz" long and 
comes in its own camouflaged case for use in 
eliminating glare and reflections when hunting. Ne 

The Bear Hunting Stabilizer offers you: (1) So 
greater accuracy; (2) reduced string noise; (3) Sp 
less bow movement; (4) better arrow clearance; ab 
(5) improved "feel. " 34 
7320 Bear Hunting Stabilizer with 34 

case . .. .. . . . .... . $ 9.95 
(May be ordered installed on any new 1968 
Bear Hunting Bow for only $9.95 add itional. 
No charge for installation.) 

Bear Inertial Stabilizers 
Attach a Bear Inertial Stabilizer to any Bear 
Target-Tournament bow for vibration -free 
shooting. The stabilizer's delayed vibrations 
offset the natura l vibrations of the bow to give 
you smoother, more accurate shots. Its mass 
weight provides additional static stability while 
holding and releasing each draw. 

Set contains two chrome plated aluminum 
rods in 14" and 22" lengths with two inter
changeable stainless steel weighted heads. 
7300 Set of two, with case .... . . $19.95 
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gloves, tabs, 
armguards and slings 

3410 3395 

Contour-Fit Pro Glove 
Exclusive adjustable palm strap prevents 
slipping after release. Made of cordovan or 
"Pre-furred" sheared calf, with single-seam 
design. Special elastic back . Keeps fingers 
snug in open-end tips. Sizes 6 to 12 
339S Cordovan . . . . . . • . • . . $2.9S 
3400 Cordovan without palm strap .. $2.7S 
340S "Pre-furred" .......... $3.2S 
3410 "Pre-furred" without palm strap $3.0S 

Be sure to specify size numbers and 
right or left hand. 

6-Ladies' sm. 8-Men's sm. 11-Men's x lg. 
7-Ladies' med. 9-Men's med. 12-Men's xx lg. 
8-Ladies' lg. 10-Men's lg. 

Pro Adjustable Glove 
Design your own glove to fit your hand . Detach
able, replaceable tips adjust to finger size and 
three different lengths. Features closed end 
tips with new single seam design, and new in
stant Velcro• fastener at wrist. Choose firm 
steer or elkskin tips. 
338S Elkskin-tipped, closed end ... $3.4S 
3390 Firm Steer-tipped, closed end .• $3.7S 

Extra Tips for 338S and 3390 
3370 Elkskin . . • . . 
337S Firm Steer . . . 
3350 Glove back only 

Field Glove 

ea.$ .6S 
ea. $ .7S 
ea. $1.SO 

Singl_e-seam elkskin with open-end tips and 
elastic back. Also available in black or white 
with cowhide tips. Sizes 6 to 12. 
341S ........... . . .. $2.4S 

New Master Glove 
Soft _contour-design, elkskin for comfort fit. 
Spec1.al elastic back, closed-end tips. Also avail
able in black and white. Sizes 6 to 12. 
3420 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2.4S 
342S Master glove black with 

corfam tips . . $2.9S 

Economical Rand L Glove 
A.moderately priced right or left-handed glove 
w_1 th open-end elkskin tips. Double-V seam. 
Sizes: ex_ small, small, medium, large ex. 
large. ' 
3430 Vinyl. . . . $1.2S 
343S Elkskin . . . . . . . . . . . . $1.9S 

Twin Tab 
Rich Cordovan for extra protection . Lined with 
smooth leather for clean release. Large, med
ium, small, Right or left. 
3320 . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . $1.00 
332S "Pre-furred" Sheared Calf . $1.2S 
3330 Black Cor famt . . . . . • . • $1.SO 

Single Tab 
Same as twin tab, but single thickness. Right 
or left 
333S Cordovan . $ .SO 
3340 Cowhide. . . . . • . . . . . .. $ .2S 

R & L Tab 
Fits either right or left hand. Assorted colors of 
long-wearing, smooth vinyl. Small, medium, 
large. 
334S .... . ........ . ... $ .so 

Kantpinch Tab 
Positive arrow pinch prevention with patented 
finger separator. 
7800 Shell cordovan with smooth 

leather back. Right or left. . $1.8S 
7801 Shell cordovan with felt back. 

Right or left . . • . . . . . . $1.8S 
7802 Haircalf facing, smooth rubber 

center, and smooth leather 
back. Right or left. . . . • • $2.2S 

7803 Replaceable haircalf facing 
(Snaps on). Right or left. $ .7S 

Small, medium, and large sizes. 

Wilson Tab 
Adjustable finger loop on smooth, heavy cor
dovan. Felt-backed. X-small, small, medium 
and large. Right or left. 
780S ........ .. ... $1.SO 

Gold Bowstring Release 
Shoot arrows farther, faster 
with smoother release. No 
glove necessary. Aluminum 
release fits and protects fin
gers. Draw with less resist
ance; eliminate contact with 
bowstring. Small, medium and 
large finger sizes . Tournament 
approved; may also be used 
for bowhunting. 
7277 ........ $2.9S 

Universal Bow Sling 
Helps anyone's archery aim 
with positive bow control. Soft 
brown or black leather. Fits 
any bow. (12 on display card.) 
3S30 .... . . . .. $1.3S 

Bear E-Z Finger Sling 
Lets you hold a light and nat
ural grip on the bow without 
binding. Soft leather. Slips on 
and off instantly. Small and 
large. (12 on display card .) 
353S ......... $1.00 

Neet Bow Sling 
With peel-tab backing for in
stant application to bow. Will 
not slip. (12 on display card) 
7030 . .. • ... . . $1.2S 

Fred Bear Deluxe "Snap-On" 
Bowsling 
Top grain cowhide bowsling 
expands to fit any bow. No 
adhesive, holes, or screws 
need ed . Won ' t mar finish· 
snaps on and off easily. ' 
7031 white, black or brown 
(6 on display card) . . $2.SO 

tRegistered trademark of Dupont 

Spartan Armguard 
Spring Steel stay inside lined 
brown leather. Qu ick-act ion 
elastic loop with snap fastener. 
3440 . .. .... . . $ .9S 

T-artar Armguard 
Tough, hard-wearing, fully 
lined. Built-in reinforcing stay. 
Elastic straps with fast-action 
adjustable hook fasteners for 
snug fit. 
344S Vinyl . . .. 
34SO Leather . . . 

$1.2S 
$1.SO 

New Kool Armguard 
Concealed spring-steel stays 
in fu lly-lined leather. Adjust
able elastic straps with quick 
action f asteners . Regula r 
brown, white, black, and em
bossed black lizard, black al 
ligator and western brown . 

,..,,,..._.~ 3455 . . . . . . . . $2.25 

..... _. ... 
3460 Regular (With instant 
Velcro• fasteners) • • $2 .7S 
3461 Long (7") . . . $2.SO 

New Ventilated Armguard 
Gives maximum protection 
and cool comfort ; reduces arm 
perspiration. Handy Velcro• 
fasteners and adjustable elas
tic straps for easy attachment. 
Fully lined leather covers 
spring steel wires. Brown and 
white. 
346S ........ $3.SO 

Hunter Armguard 
Extra-width for extra protec
tion . Fully-lined leather arm
guard preferred by hunters. 
Spring-steel stays. Three ad 
justable elastic straps with 
hook fasteners . 
3470 . . . . . . . $3.4S 
347S (With instant 
Velcro• fasteners) . 

Hunting Armguard 

$3.9S 

Long length holds sleeves 
tightly in place. Strong, fully 
lined vinyl construction . 
Spring-steel stays. Four elas
tic straps with fastening snaps. 
Brown or white 
3480 ......... $3.7S 
348S (With Velcro • 
fasteners) • . . • . . $4.2S 

New Neet Chest Protector 
Soft mesh vinyl vest adjusts 
for snug fit. Elastic lacing un
der arm. Sizes: regular and 
sma II; right or left. 
7032 Black, white, orange, 
green and yellow . . . $6.9S 

Bear Shirt and Blouse Protector 
Fits snug to keep clothing away from arrow or 
string. Heavy-duty lined vinyl, with hook, ring 
fastener and leather strap with flexible elast ic 
section. Small and regular, right or left. 
3S42 Black or snow white ....... $3.9S 

High Quality Bear Belts 
Color-coordinated to match 
Bear accessories. Top-grain 
leather may be cut to size for 
individual fit. Bear medallion 
permanently attached to 
gleaming buckle face. Regular 
black, brown, smoked elk, 
white, antique, and embossed 
black lizard, black alligator, 
and western brown. 
326S (l" width) .. 
3270 Buckle only. 
327S (1 Vi'' width) . 
3280 Buckle only . 

* Reg. trademark of American Velcro, Inc. 

$1.9S 
$1.00 
$3.SO 
$1.9S 
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bowsights 
and accessories 

Fred Bear Premier Bowsight 
6050 . . . . . ............ $19.95 
First and only bowsight custom designed to be· 
come an integral part of your bow. With the 
Fred Bear Premier Bowsight, you can instantly 
set both elevation and windage compensation
puts you on target for every shot. The Adjusta· 
ble Nylon Arrow Plate allows you to tune your 
bow to the sp ine of the arrows used and to your 
indiv idual style of shooting. A wide choice of 
accessory apertures and arrow rests are avail
able. Ava i lable in both 5" and 7" lengths. The 
6170 Standard Post and 6200 Bristle Rest are 
standard equipment. (See Optional Accesso
ries, th is page .) 

6050 6075 

Bear Premier Hunting Sight 
6075 . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . $19.95 
In choosing a bowsight for hunting, you ' ll nat
urally want the finest-the Bear Premier Hunt
ing Sight. This precision-made sight is designed 
to become an integral part of your Bear hunt
ing bow. It's built right into your bow to fit per
fectly . The 5" Premier Hunting Sight features 
a 6200 Bristle Rest , and Adjustable Nylon 
Arrow Plate, for proper tuning of arrows, and 
three fluorescent rings-mounted one above 
the other. You preset a different yardage into 
each of these rings. This prepares you to shoot 
from three known distances without having to 
adjust your sight. Var ious accessory apertures 
and rests , as well as add itional fluorescent ring 
assemblies (6245) may be used . (See Optional 
Accessories, th is page.) 

Replacement Parts 
Replacement parts for the Bear Bow
sights and Prem ier Arrow Rest are avail
able from your local authorized Bear 
Dealer or from Bear Archery Company, 
Rural Route One, Grayling, Michigan 
49738. 

) 
Bear Premier Arrow Rest 
6255 . .. . . . ....... ... . $ 3.75 
"Tune" your bow to your arrows and to your 
style of shooting with the Bear Premier Arrow 
Rest. This attractive combination bristle rest 
and nylon arrow plate will fit any bow-give it 
a distinctive appearance. Easily adjustable, the 
rest comes with complete instructions for in
stalling. A large selection ofrests are also avail · 
able. (See Optional Accessories, this page .) 
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Bear Optional Accessories 

OQQe 
6165 6170 6175 6265 

6180 6185 6210 

6205 6200 

6110 6125 6245 

The following items are available for Bear Bow
sights and, where applicable, for the Bear Pre
mier Arrow Rest. 
6165 Peep Sight ... • •. 
6170 Standard Post . . .. 
6175 Fluorescent Dot Post . 
6180 0 ° Prism, Bausch & Lomb 

. $ .50 

. $ .50 

. $ 1.50 

optically ground glass • . $ 5.95 
6190 0° ·Neo-chrome prism . . . . $ 5.95 
6185 4°, 8°, or 12° Prism with Bausch 

& Lomb optically ground 
glass, specify degree or 
specify 0° . . $ 6.95 

6210 Nylon Rest . . . $ .75 
6205 Feather Rest . . . . . . . . $ .75 
6200 Bristle Rest . . . . . • . . $ .75 
6160 Magnetic retractable rest ... $ 2.95 
(Finest rest in archery for vanes and feathers) 
6110 Premier Aperture Slide 

Assembly ... . ... . 
6125 Slide Receiver Assembly 

(for 6110) ......• 

. $ 5.25 

. $ 4.45 

. $ 1.50 6265 Cross Hair Aperture . .. 
6245 Hunting Aperture and slide 

assembly . . . . . . . . . . $ 3.25 

a [ 
• 

7555 7556 7557 7558 7559 

Bear Scor-Mor Sight 
Anodized metal parts with plastic-to-metal de· 
sign assures the smoothest-adjusting sight 
available. End mounting brackets and center 
slide molded of high-impact, non-breakable 
polyethylene . Can be taped or screwed on. Re
movable end caps permit cutting sight bar to 
fit any bow. 
7555 Target with plain lens . . 
7556 Target with ball sight ... 
7557 Field with hood and post . 
7558 Hunter with 3-ball sight . 
7559 Peep sight . . . . ... . 

. $ 

. $ 

. $ 

.$ 

.$ 

3.95 
2.50 
3.95 
3.95 
3.95 

---/I\ Victor Prisms · 
------'CI7 Fits SCOR MOR, Reynolds, 

and others. Degree angles: 0°, 
4°, 8°, 12°. The greater the prism angle, the 
greater the yardage at which you can sight 
directly on the target. 
7620 (Specify 4°, 8° or 12°) . . . . $ 6.75 
7621 0° Clear Prism . . • . . . . . . $ 5.95 
7622 Neo-Chrome Prism. 0° only .. $ 5.95 

Victor Hooded Prism 
Black hood eliminates glare 
and reflections . Has perma
nently-marked cross hairs. 

Will fit any sight using prisms. 
7623 (Specify degree) ... . .... $ 7.50 

7625 7626 7627 

::,) 

7628 7629 7635 

7637 7638 

Action Sight Apertures 
Multi-styled h igh-q ual ity apertures, with or 
without spirit levels. All sight mounting wires 
are chrome-plated and permanently installed. 
Individually packaged in clear plastic boxes. 

Cross-Hair Apertures 
7625 Small cross hair in%" dia . 

hood with spirit level. .$ 2.50 
7626 Large cross hair in 'Ya" dia. 

hood with spirit level. . $ 2.50 
7627 Small cross hair in%" dia . 

hood . .$ 1.50 
7628 Large cross hair in%" dia . 

hood. .$ 1.50 

Peep Apertures 
7629 lits" peep sight with spirit level . $ 2.50 
7630 %"peep sight with spirit level . $ 2.50 
7631 3/is" peep sight with spirit level. $ 2.50 
7632 lits" peep sight in o/s"dia . hood . $ 1.50 
7633 'h" peep sight in%" dia. hood . $ 1.50 
7634 3/is" peep sight in%" dia. hood . $ 1.50 

Fluorescent Dot Post Apertures 
7635 Fluorescent dot post sight in 

%" dia. hood with spirit level. $ 2.95 
7636 Same as 7635 without spirit 

level ..• • .•..... • . $ 1.95 

Ring Sight 
7637 Ring sight in 'Ya" dia. hood with 

spirit level . • . . . . • . $ 2.95 

Pendulum Bow Sights 
A weighted pendulum forms a cross hair for 
sighting, while indicating any cant in the bow. 
7638 •1t6

11 wire ring on peep pendulum 
which centers on cross hair 
dot .............. $ 3.95 

Reynolds Removable Double 
Adjustable Bowsight 
Elevation adjustment 10 to 
100 yards. Sight accepts prism, 
pins or double-wire apertures. 
Vertical adjustment for fur
ther compensation on "heavy" 
days. (We suggest use of two 
sight bars, one calibrated in 
yards, one in meters for FITA 
Rounds.) 
7600 ..... • . . . $ 8.75 
7601 Gold anodized sight 

base only . . $ 3.00 
(also accepts 7900 Bowfish· 
ing Reel) 

New Champion Sight Extension 
Fits the Reynolds A1ustable bow sights. With 
a Champion extension, you get a clearer sight 
picture. finer aiming, less critical sight ad1ust
ment The extens ion also compensates for bow 
hand torque. 
7615 . . . . . • . • . . . •... . $ 7.95 
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bowsights, 
targets and faces 

7543 7544 

New B&R Bubble Sights 
Fine quality B&R sights feature dot post sight 
with spirit levels sealed in shockproof clear 
plastic. Five sizes fit most popular sight bars. 
Each come individually packaged in clear plas
tic box. 
7540 l\12" mount fits Bear Scor-Mor, 

Reynolds, eight other two-pin 
sights .•.....•.•.. $ 5.95 

7541 1 W' mount fit D-J thread and 
pin sight . . . . . . . . . •• $ 5.95 

7542 6/32 screw . . . . • . . . . .. $ 5.95 
7543 8/32 screw fits Reynolds and 

others . . . . . . . . . . • . $ 5.95 
7544 Fits Bear Premier Bowsights •. $ 4.95 

New Perkins Ra nge Ring 
Bowslght 
You can overcome the diffi
culty of estimating distances 
in the field . The four fluores
cent painted rings are sized 
to determine range automati
cally. Mounts easily. 
7590 ........ $ 6.95 

Hunt Mate Hunting Bowsight 
Improve your chances of bag
ging a bu ck! Wi th the new 
Hunt Mate, you can preset 
four distances. The four inde
pendent heads lock into ad
justment; won't work off. 
They're conveniently color
coded with easily seen fluo
rescent dots. Special mount 
bracket quick ly tapes on any 
bow. 
7730 . .. •....• $ 4.95 

Vee Hunting Bow Sight 
This easy to use sight adjusts 
to any bow. Combines aiming 
with triangulation for correct 
elevation and quick shooting. 
Brass thumb locks, antique 
black bar, rigid white vinyl 
pressure ridge. State choice 
of 2%" white or fluorescent 
orange "V" 
7676 6" bar (as 

·shown) 
7677 7" bar . 
7678 8 11 bar . 

. $ 5.45 

. $ 5.55 

. $ 5.65 

Leupold Ml Optical Bowsight 
A precision optical sight which works just like 
an expensive camera viewfinder. A fluorescent 
aiming pattern is superimposed inside the lens. 
All you do is match it up with your target. Four 
styles of interchangeabe range-finder reticles 
are available. May be mounted onto Bear Pre
mier Bowsight without drilling or tapping. Ac
curate adjustment 20 to 60 yards. Specify right 
or left hand. 
7705 . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . $39.95 

' 
String Peep Sight 
Attaches to string ; serves as 
rear sight to align arrow on 
target. Unbreakable hard vinyl. 
Weatherproof. 18 on display 
card. 
7670 Single hole .. $ .75 
7671 Double hole .. $ .75 

Saunders Hood Level 
Fits any o/s" bowsight hood. 
7580 . •....•. $ .98 

Precision-Pak Target 
Revolutionary square design gives 27% more 
shooting area than round target of comparable 
size. New polyethylene covered targets have 
double-reinforced center section . Wood fibers 
hold arrow and are self-healing. Easy to store, 
stack, stand up or carry. The Precision-Pak 
comes in sizes ranging from junior to regulation 
Olympic. The toughest target available to arch
ers today, Precision-Pak is less expensive than 
comparab le round targets. 

Extra 
Poly-
ethyl- Target 

Target Target Target ene Stand Stand 
No. Size Weight Price Covers Number Price 

7486 18" 7Yi lbs. $ 3.50 
7487 24" 20 lbs. 12.00 $ 1.00 7510 $ 3.95 
7488 30" 30 lbs. 15.00 1.25 7510 3.95 
7489 36" 50 lbs. 22.00 1.50 7511 4.95 
7490 48" 98 lbs. 32.00 2.00 7512 5.95 
Prepaid Freight on 200 lbs. or more for Precision-
Pac only 

Marsh Grass Matts 
Self-healing Saunders Target Matts, of spiral 
wound marsh grass. 

PLAIN BURLAP COVERED 
No. Size Weight No. Size Weight 

7466 16" 10 lbs. $ 5.95 7476 16" 10 lbs. $ 5.95 
7467 24" 20 lbs. 11.95 7477 24" 20 lbs. 11.95 
7468 30" 30 lbs. 14.95 7478 30" 30 lbs. 14.95 
7469 36" 40 lbs. 19.90 7479 36" 40 lbs. 19.90 
7470 48" 70 lbs. 34.50 7480 48" 70 lbs. 34.50 

Freight Policy on Marsh Grass Matts 
as Follows: 
On 200 lbs. or more, freight is prepaid to your 
city within the 48 states. Local delivery fee to 
be paid by cosignee. On orders between 100 
lbs. and 200 lbs. freight is not prepaid, but an 
allowance of $4.50 per hundred weight will be 
made. This allowance will be shown on your 
invoice. On less than 100 lbs. orders will be 
sent freight collect. 

7481 Matt Easel 
This indoor-outdoor stand ships flat and sets 
up instantly. Will not tip. 
For 24" and 30" matts ......... $ 5.95 
7482 For 36" matts. . . . . . . . • $ 6.95 

7483 Matt Easel on Rubber-Tired Wheels 
Rolls out of storage ready for use. A real time 
and labor saver . 
7483 For 48 11 matts . . . . . . .... $19.95 

7436 Indoor P.A.A. Official Face 
16" black with white bull . Scoring lines not 
visible from shooting position ... ea.$ .15 

Hunter's Round Set 
Square black face with white aiming point, tag 
stock 
7421 6 11 

• 

7422 12 11
• 

7423 
7424 
7425 
7426 

12" . 
1811

• 

24". 
Set of 18 faces . 

. ea.$ .05 

. ea.$ .15 

. ea.$ .45 

. ea.$ .45 

. ea.$ .45 

. set$ 4.95 

Black and White Field Faces 

Circular Target on Tag : On Toughenized: 
7401 6" . . ea.$ .04 7411 6" . . ea. $ .06 
7402 8" . . ea. .07 7412 8" . . ea . .09 
7403 12" . . ea . • 10 7413 12" . . ea. .15 
7404 18" . . ea . .15 7414 18" . . ea . .25 
7405 24" . . ea . . 25 7415 24" . . ea . .45 
7406 36 pc. 7416 36 pc. 

set . set 3.40 set . set 4.90 

Full Color Animal Faces 
Extremely life-like natural color animal faces 
on extra -heavy nylon-reinforced paper. Circled 
aiming spots. 
7457 6 11 Squirrel . . . • . • . . ea. $ .09 
7458 1211 Bobcat or Pheasant .. ea. $ .30 
7459 1811 Fox . •.. ..•. ... ea.$ .50 
7460 24 11 Deer or Mountain Lion . ea. $ .95 
7461 Set of 36 assorted faces .. set $10.95 

Four Color Target Faces 
Durable water·repellent paper faces. 

Square 
7431 16" . . . . . $ .20 7433 36" . . . . . $ .95 
7432 24" . . . . . $ .50 7434 48" Off. NAA . $1.69 

Four Color Toughenized Faces 
Last three times longer than paper faces 

Square Skirted Round 
7451 16" . . . . . $ .25 3655 16" . . $ .95 
7452 24" . . . . . $ .95 3660 24" . . $1.89 
7453 30" FITA face . $1.00 3665 30" . . $2.49 
7454 36" . . . . . $1.98 3670 36" . . $3.50 
7455 48" Off. NAA . $2.98 3675 48" Off. NAA . $4.50 

New Maraviov Broadhead Round Sets 
Official NFAA broadhead round targets. Set of 
18 full color animal faces, authentically and 
rea I is ti ca lly reproduced. 
7456 . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . set $ 6.45 

New Maraviov Life-Size Animal Targets 
Beautifully drawn, authentically detai led 
trophy-size action targets. Ha1rl1ne scoring. 
Both mule and whitetail deer for field archery 
use. 
7391 Doe mule deer, 45 11 x 34" ..• • $ .90 
7392 Buck white tai l cut-out 45" x 42" $ .90 
7394 Buck mule deer, 45 11 x 30" . . $ .90 
7395 Buck White ta i l, 45" x 28 \/2 " . $ .90 
7396 Deer Set #l , 14 targets, 

45 '' x 281/211 
• • • • • • • • • $11.20 

Nylon Mesh Backstop 
Stops arrows from all popular weight bows. De
signed for indoor shooting. It' s ideal for clubs. 
9 ' wide x desired length. 
7520 . . . . . . • . . . . . . sq. ft. $ .50 

New Saunders Ground Quiver Caddy 
Holds arrows and bow while you ' re waiting to 
shoot. Vinyl-coat~d bow clip cannot mar bow. 
Foot rest for easy push in. 
7517 • . • .•............ $ 2 .95 



arrow-making tools, 
materials 
and holders 

Bitzenburger Dial-0-Fletch 
Fletch arrows diagonally, straight or with true 
helical , right or left hand . Precision die-cast 
form-fitting, thumb controlled cla mps. Gradu
ated scale on side of clamps accurately spaces 
feather or vanes from nock-120°, 75° x 105°, 
go• or 60°. Self-centering nock receiver fits all 
nocks. 
7040 Jig with straight clamp. 
7041 Jig with helical clamp . 

(Specify r ight or left) . 

. $21.00 

. $22.00 

. $ 4.50 7042 Straight clamp only .. 
7043 Helical clamp only (Specify 

right or left) . . . . . . . . $ 6.00 

Rohde Junior Fletcher 
Low-cost fletcher. Accommodates right or left 
wing feathers. With 3-Feather Indexer. 
7044 Rohde Junior Fletcher . . ea.$ 6.95 
7045 Rohde Junior Indexer 

4 Fletch go• . . . . . . ea. $ 1.00 

Young Feather Burner 
Features heavy-duty transformer, adjustable 
brackets, and Klean-Cut ribbon . Has a 'la" wide 
res istance ribbon made of finest quality electri
cal alloy. Won't lose its shape or sag when hot. 
Ad justable to cut any shape or style feather. 
Sharp, clean cuts time after time! 
7049 Young Feather Burner .. . $19.95 
7050 Extra 12" wire . . . . . . . ea. $ .25 

Fleetwood Feather Burner 
Available in kit form, complete, including re
sistance element, cord and base. 
7047 Kit . . . . . . . .. $ 3 .95 
7048 Extra 12" wire .. . .. _ . ea. $ .15 
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Feathers 
Full-length Premium ground
base Tom turkey pointers in 
grey-barred or dyed-barred. 
Also in fluorescent clear 
colors. Please specify ri ght or 
left wing, also color-red, yel 
low, black and blue. 
4000 Grey-
barred . . . doz. $ 1.00 
4015 Dyed-
barred . . . doz. $ 1.10 
4030 White-
fluorescent. . doz. $ 1.30 
4045 Clear colored, 
red, yellow, black, blue 
and pink .... doz. $ 1.30 

Pre-Shaped Feathers 
Special burning process shapes feathers for 
cleaner, more accurate shape. Assures better 
balance, truer flight. Specify right or left wing. 
Packaged in dozens. 

Grey-barred 
4070 3" doz.$ .70 
4075 3 '12 11 doz.$ .70 
4080 4" doz.$ .80 
4085 4%" doz.$ .90 
4090 51,4" doz.$ 1.00 

Dyed-barred (red, yellow, black, and blue) 
4095 .3" . doz. $ .80 
4100 3 112'' doz. $ .80 
4105 4" . doz. $ .90 
4110 4%" doz. $ 1.00 
4115 51,4'' doz. $ 1.10 

White-fluorescent 
4120 3" doz . $ 1.00 
4125 31/2 11 doz.$ 1.00 
4130 4" doz.$ 1.10 
4135 4%" doz.$ 1.20 
4140 51,4" doz.$ 1.30 

Clear colored (red, yellow, black, blue and pink) 
4145 3" . doz. $ 1.00 
4150 3112'' doz. $ 1.00 
4155 4" . doz. $ 1.10 
4160 4 112'' doz. $ 1.20 
4165 SW' doz. $ 1.30 

Hamilton plastic vanes 
7010 1%" . . . . . hundred$ 2.50 
7011 21/a" . . . . . hundred $ 3.00 
7012 27'a" Parabolic hundred $ 3.00 
7013 2%" . . . . . hundred $ 3.50 
7014 2%" Parabolic hundred $ 3.50 
Colors: white and black. All sizes available a lso 
in fluorescent ruby or green for $1.00/hundred 
additional. 

Fletching cements 
Bearfast Archery Cement. Quick drying, water
proof and flexible. The right cement for feathers 
and nocks. 1% oz. tube. 
7021 (12 in a display carton) 
7022 24 SRT-X. 
7023 Fletch T i te . . . . . . . 

Ferr-L-Tite Cement 

. ea.$ 

. ea.$ 

. ea.$ 

.45 

.60 

.60 

For points, ferrules, etc. Appl ied with heat. 
Does not get brittle. (12 in a display carton.) 
7024 Liquid, % oz. tube ..... ea.$ .60 

Bear Quick Stick Cement 
Bear Quick Stick ferrule cement dries in a jiffy, 
holds without becoming brittle . Appli ed with 
heat. (12 in a display carton.) 
7025 Newest improved stick ... ea. $ .50 

Blackhawk Tapering Tool 
Two main bodies-nock taper and field or 
broadhead taper. Uses Schick Injector type 
blades. Four interchangeable bushings: 1,4", 
%2 11

, '/1s" and 11132- 21/64
11

• Directions included. 
7080 . . .•............ $ 3.95 

7080 7081 

Taper and Tenon Tool 
Get 11° nock and 5° point taper in one tool, 
with sharp stainless steel cutters. For shaft 
sizes listed below: 
7081 For 5/\s " parallel shaft. 
7082 For 21/64 11 parallel shaft . 
7083 For 11/Jz" parallel shaft . 
7084 For 11/Jz" tapering to 5/\s" 
7085 Extra blades ; set of 2 

Karri Arrow Tackle Case 

. ea.$ 

. ea.$ 

. ea.$ 
• ea.$ 
. pr.$ 

1.50 
1.50 
1.50 
1.50 

.50 

A Bear exclusive! Tough and sturdy, this light
weight tackle case looks like fine luggage. Han
dles up to four dozen arrows, each cushioned 
in its own polyfoam block . Reinforced edges 
and corners. Separate lid encloses full-length 
accessories compartment. 
7780 32" x 7" x 11" .. ... . . $19.95 

• $24.95 7781 36" x 7" x 12%" . . . .. 
7782 (extra arrow holders) 11" 

wide . . . . . . . . . . pr. $ 1.50 
7783 (extra arrow holders) 12%" 

wide . .......... pr. $ 1.50 

Bow and Arrow Wall Rack 
Easy-to-assemble kit is made of California Red
wood with metal wall hangers and special ac
cessories hooks. Holds 6 bows and 22 arrows. 
Can be assembled in 5 minutes. 
7076 . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 4.95 

Wall Bow Rack 
Relieves pressure on bow limbs, preventing 
twist or warp. Holds 5 bows in vertical position 
on 16" of wall space or peg board. Complete 
with all hardware for mounting on pegboard 
either flush or at angle (as shown). 
7071 ....... .... ...... $ 2.95 
7070 Single bowhanger for pegboard 

(packaged 20 to a box) .. ea.$ .29 

New Miracle Judo Point 
The amazing Judo poi nt pu ts an end to lost 
arrows. Magic spr ing arm digs in to prevent 
ricochet and burrowing; upends in tall grass. 
Full speed, stra ight shooting, del ivers exp losive 
impact. 
7370 5/1s" . . ea . $ 2 .25 
7371 "hz" .. . .. .. . .... ea. $ 2 .25 
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5° Taper-Hole Points 
Machined steel standard-tapered 
field and blunt points . Recom
mended for hunting practice. Inter
changeable with broad heads. 
734S Field, for sli6" 
shafts, 100 gr. _ . _ doz. $ 1.00 
7347 Field, for 111\2 11 

shafts, 125 gr. doz. $ 1.00 
7349 Field , for 211s, 11 

shafts, 125 gr. . .. doz. $ 1.00 
7339 Blunt, for 5/i6" 
shafts, 100 gr. . . _ doz. $ 1.00 
7341 Blunt for 111\2" 
shafts, 125 gr. . . _ doz. $ 1.00 
7343 Blunt, for 21/s•" 
shafts, 125 gr. _ .. doz. $ 1.00 

Parallel-Hole Target-Field Points 
Recommended for all target and 
field shooting. Light weight, ma
chined-steel points. 
7363 Target-field, for 
s/i6" shafts, 45 gr. . . doz. $ .8S 
7365 Target-field for 
21/so'' shafts, 65 gr. doz. $ .8S 
1S05 Steel-field 
(drawn steel) 21/s," 
O.D., 35 gr. _ . . doz. $ .SS 
lSlO 91\2" "Little 
Bear" Points . . . doz. $ .25 

Parallel-Hole Target Points 
lSOO Steel , 5/ 16 " O.D., 
15 gr .. doz.$ .2S 
73S7 Zinc, 'Ii•" O.D .. 
14" 1.D., 30 gr .. doz.$ .4S 
(practice arrows only) 
73S3 Brass, 11/n" 
0 .D., 'Ii•" l.D., 60 gr. doz.$ 1.00 
73SS Brass, 21/s•" 
O.D .. 50 gr. doz.$ 1.00 

H.T.M. Blunt Points 
For backyard archery or small game. 
Tough, resilient rubber point. Fits 
over squared-off shaft end or over 
metal blunt point. 
73S9 For 5/is" 
shafts, 65 gr. . half-doz. $ 1.00 
7361 For 11h2 " 
shafts, 125 gr. . half-doz. $ 1.10 

Hi-Precision Three-Blade 
7335 For 5/i6" shafts, 
100 gr . doz.$ 3.9S 
7337 For 11/32" 
shafts, 125 gr . doz.$ 3.9S 

...i Super Hilbre 4-blade Broadheads 
Attaches securely onto shafts by 
internal screw threads . No glue or 
cement necessary. Four razor-sharp 
cutting edges. 
7369 _ . . _ . . . . doz. $ S.50 

Speed Nocks 
...i The first open-throat speed nock 

for rapid shooting. Popular with 
both hunting and target archers. 
Shaft sizes 1/.i", 'h2", 5/i,", 11/32". Red, 
yellow, white, blue, green, orange, 
black. 
7000 . . . . . . . . doz. $ .4S 

...i Mycro·Nocks 
Open throats with square bottoms 
and reinforced edges. Made of in
ject ion-molded Butyrate. Shaft sizes 
%", %2

11
, 'Ii•"· 11/ 32

11
• Colors red , yel

low, green, blue, white, orange, 
black. 
7001 . . . . - . - - doz. $ .4S 

...i Mid-Nox 
Available in fluorescent orange or 
white. Sizes 71\2 11

, %", 91\2 11
• 

7007 . . . . . . . . doz. $ 1.20 

Top Quality Bear Bowstrings 
Bear guarantees these bowstrings to be the 
finest made. Only extra strong double-loop Da
cron strings are used and each is laid by hand 
rubbing. Custom made Bear bowstrings are 
sized to fit every bow from 10 to 80 lbs; 48" to 
72" in length. "String length" pertains to bow 
length: this is the distance between the nocks, 
following the curve of the limb, usually marked 
on the side of the bow. 

New Fred Bear Professiona l 
Bowstrings 
Sm ar t plas!1c carry ing case 
m arks the new professional 
bowstring. Extra strong dou 
ble-loop black Dacron strings 
have fu l l monof1lamen! serv 
mgs c nd loops. Hand rubbed 
strands in custom madE' size 
1or bow weights 25/35, ( 10 
st r ands) and 35/45, (12 
strands); length, 66" b9" and 
72" only. 
710S ea $ 3 .95 

Bear Temper Strand 
Bowstrings 
Hand rubbed, double-loop Da
cron strings with full nylon 
servings. Sizes for every bow 
weight from 10 to 80 lbs . in 
the following lengths: 48", 52", 
54" 56" 58" 60" 62" 63" 
64": 66 11

,' 68", 
1

69", 70 11
, 72 11

• • 

7100 . __ .. __ ea. $ 1.SO 

Bowstring Chart 
7100 Strings (all lengths) are made in 6 bow 
weights, listed here with the number of strands 
of 1100/2 Dacron "B" used: 
Up to 25 lbs.. 8 45-55 lbs . . 14 
25-35 lbs. _ ... 10 55-65 lbs.. 16 
35-45 lbs . .. _ . 12 65-80 lbs. . 18 

Double-Loop Dacron Bowstrings 
Center-serving. Made in sizes 48", 50", 52", 
54'', 56", 58", 60". For bow weights to 35 lbs . 
7102 . ........ . ....... $ .9S 

Single-Loop Bowstrings 
Single-loop Dacron scout string with center 
serving. For all bow lengths, and weights to 45 
lbs. (18 on display card.) 
7101 . ..... ... . ..... ea. $ .6S 
Braided, si ng le- loop Dacron string, without cen
ter serving. For a ll lengths and weights to 40 
lbs. (18 on display card) 
3S20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ea. $ .35 

7061 

7062 

7063 

New Fred Bear String 
Server 
Hooks over string 1or 
fast. pos1t1ve serving. 
Eno ugh th re ad for 60 
or more servings 
7060 Complete w1t11 
nylon ttuead hte, 
rec!, green ye low. 
b lue, black • $ 1.80 

ServPr w1tr monofll ment 
thre"d .. . $ 2 .0S 

Ny lon thread only (color 
above) . . $ .75 

Monofll.imC'nt thread only . $ 1.00 

Dacron Bowstring Thread 
Make your own bowstrings 
with these 4-oz. spools of spe
cial Dacron thread . 
70SS B-1100/2 
fibre, bonded 
(white only) . ... ea.$ 2.SO 
70S6 B-1100/2 
fibre, pre-waxed 
(black, yellow, or 
green) .... ea. $ 3.00 

...i Headshrinker 
Conical a luminum bushings for 
adapting Razorheads® to shafts 
under'! "" diameter. Extends shaft 
V2" for extra broadhead c learance. 
7089 . . . . . . . . doz. $ 1.00 

Fred Bear Bowstring Wax 
Get . maximum wear from your bowstrings by 
waxing them frequently. Designed especial ly 
for synthetic fibres. In convenient, neat push-
out tube. (12 in a display carton .) ' 
70S7 . . . . . . . . . . . . ... ea. $ .SO 

Bow-Pal Bowstringer 
The original bow
stringer made ·of im
ported calfhide pock
ets and nylon cord. 
Ends mold to the 
shape of the bow 
nocks without exces
sive stretching. Se
curely-fastened nylon 
cord has a breaking 
strength of 310 lbs. (6 
on display card.) 

78SO ...........•. . $ 2.SO 

I 
l 

~' ~ 
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Bear Bowstringer 
Adjustabl e lea ther strap fits over 
shoe, bow tip rests securely in 
cup. Eliminates chance of scratch
ing bow tip or slipping while 
stringing bow. Eliminates limb 
twist; makes heavier bows easier 
to brace. (6 on display card .) 
78SS ......... . $ 1.2S 

String Keeper 
Protects string and bow nocks. 
Prevents untwisting of bowstring, 
keeps· brace height correct . Made 
of leather and adjustable elastic 
strap. Fits any bow. (12 on a dis
play card.) 
3S80 .... ... . ea. $ .9S 

Bow Tip Protector 
Self-conforming, wear-resistant 
rubber holds bowstring in place 
on lower limb. Protects decorative 
tips from damage. Fits any bow. 
(12 on a display card.) 
784S ........ ea.$ .SO 

Nock Rite 
Positions arrow immediately. Aids 
accurate shooting by preventing 
slippage of arrow on string. Bal
anced three-finger action assures 
smooth arrow release . No other 
finger protection necessary. (12 
pairs on display card .) 
727S . . . _ . _ . pr. $ 1.00 

No Glov 
Positive nocking point between 
contoured rubber guides to elim
inate need for glove or tab. For 
fast, accurate shooting regardless 
of weather. (12 on display card) 
7273 .. . $ 1.00 

Nok-Set 
An aluminum band lined with a 
layer of Jive plastisol. Guaranteed 
not to slip. Gives positive, perma
nent nocking point. (12 pkgs. to 
card.) 
7733 . . . pkg. of 5 for $ 1.00 
7732 3 nok sets with 
pliers ..... .. . .. $ 1.SO 

Nock Locks 
Provides fast guide for position
ing arrow consistent ly. (12 on dis
play card.) 
7270 .. ...... pr. $ .SO 

Bear Nocking Points 
Heat shrinks onto string. Gives an 
instant nocking point. 4 points 
per package . (18 packages on dis
play card .) 
3S4S .... • . . ... $ .so 
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arrow rests 
and 
accessories 

Specially designed to provide the proper rest 
needed for vario us types of arrows and shoot
ing styles. The rests are permanently inserted 
in leather plates. Wil I not separate regard less 
of use. Ad hesive peel -back assures positive, 
easy instal lation. 10° angle. (12 on disp lay 
card .) 

Bear Bristle Rest 
3555 .. .. . . . ea. $ .75 

Bear Feather Shelf Rest 
3560 Right or left 
hand ... . ... ea. $ .75 

Bear Nylon Shelf Rest ~--·· 3565 ....... ea.$ .75 ' 
See page 24 for information on the Bear Premier 
Arrow Rest. 

Bearhair Arrow Rest 
Self-stick adhesive back. Th ick mohair aids in 
smooth, quiet, quick draws and releases. (18 
on display card.) 
3550 ...•.... . ...... ea.$ .50 

Feather Arrow Rest 
Protects arrow crestings, gives frictionless re 
lease. For any bow with an arrow rest shelf. 
Five contoured feathers. Base%" x 1 Vs". Height 
1411 Self-stick adhes ive base. (12 on display 
card .) 
1520 . .. . .... ....... ea. $ .75 

Bear Silent Arrow Plates 
Adhesive-backed arrow plates 
stick on without trouble. Dead
ens sound of drawing hunting 
arrow. (18 on display card.) 
3570 Pre-furred. . $ .50 
3575 Leather .... $ .50 

Bear Premier Flex-Rest 
May be used in combination 
with Bear Premier Sight Plate 
or 6255 Premier Rest . Specify 
right or left handed. Self-adhe
sive backing, attaches easi ly. 
(12 on display card .) 
7210 ... . .. . .. $ 1.25 

Hoyt Pro Rest 
Non-interfering rest with pressure plate pro
vides for positive clearance of vanes or feathers . 
Magic retaining finger prevents arrow from fa ll
ing off rest . Flexible shelf prevents arrow 
bounce . Self-adhesive backing. Specify right or 
left handed. (12 in a carton .) 
7283 ....... .. .... .. .. $ 1.00 
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Fred Bear Pin-on Compass 
Liquid c ushion ed compass 
pins onto shirt pocket, tells 
direction at a g lance. Water
proof and shockproof construc
tion . Top unscrews to convert 
to pocket compass. 
7110 ......... $ 3.95 

~ -, 
xl " 

I 

Potawatomi Bow Square 
Locates correct necking point and 
bracing height. Helps many archers 
the first time used. Non-corrosive , 
anodized a luminum m akes it light
weight, convenient. 
7865 ........... $ 3.50 

Bea·r Nylon Bow Square 
Guaranteed, unbreakable nylon 
Folds to compact size with clip for 
pocket or belt . Easy-to-read num
bers for quick location of necking 
points and check for proper fist
mele. 
7870 . . ..... . .... $ 2.50 

Kisser Button 
Provides for consistency of draw. 
Attaches to bowstring. Touches 
you r lip each time to let you know 
you're at proper draw. 18 on display 
card. 
7279 . . ....... . . $ .60 

Bear Shooting Glove Powder 
Friction-free powder assures silk
smooth release when applied to 
shooti ng glove or tab. Spray on 
hand to dry perspiration and assure 
a secure bow grip. Handy % oz. 
sq ueeze bottle dispenser. 
7211 . . . . . . ... ea. $ .50 

Powder Pouch 
Refillable pouch hooks on belt to 
keep powder at yo ur fingertips. 
Made of leather with vinyl flap . In
cludes score card clip and pencil 
pocket. 
3525 Brown, black, white, 
or smoked elk ... . . .. $ 2.50 

Score Card Clip 
All leather, attractively t rimmed in 
sheared calf. Fastens to belt. Has 
pencil pocke t and spri ng clip to hold 
card . (12 on display ca rd .) 
3585 . . ......... $ .95 

Smok-Clip 
Made of safe, sanitary stainless 
stee l. Metal loop easily attaches to 
handiest belt loop, pocket, etc. 
Holds cigarette safely when both 
hands are needed. 
7213 ....... . ... . $ 1.00 

Bear Bow Saddle 
Soft leather pad cushions hand for 
comfortable, non-slip grip . Can be 
tr immed to fit any hand and bow 
contour. Adhesive pee l-tab back
ing. (12 on display card.) 
3540 .... ... ..... $ 1.00 

No-Freez Klicker 
Spring clicks audibly at full draw. 
Psychologica l "release m echa
nism" to prevent freezing. Improves 
shooting technique. Made of 
chrome-plated spr ing steel. Self 
mounted leather tab. (12 on display 
card .) 
7281 .. ..... .... $ 1.25 

New Saunders Bow Mate Clicker 
Automatic click tells you when ar· 
row reaches fu l l draw thereby elim
inating underdraw tendency. Pres
sure sensitive backing fits any 
standard arrow rest. NFAA-approved 
for bare bow compet1t1on. 
7737 ......... . . $ 1.49 

bow hunting 
clothing 
and accessories 

Fred Bear Camouflage Suit 
Two-piece suit of soft, lightweight cotton per
m its noiseless movem ent in the brush . Full cut 
jacket with two side pockets; trousers with ad
justable waist tabs, two side pockets, and two 
hip pockets. 
7130 S, M, L, XL . . . . . . . . $12.95 
7131 Jacket only, S, M, L, XL .... $ 6.50 
7132 Pants only, S, M, L, XL .. ... $ 6.45 
(Note: Small size is just right for most women) 

Reversible Camouflage Clothing 
7145 New Reversible Camouflage Suit-Jacket 
and trousers of water repellent cotton sateen . 
Effective in evergreen cover as well as brown
shade fall and winter cover . 
Sizes S, M, L, XL, XXL. . . . . . . . $19 .90 
7146 Reversible Camo Jacket, 

S, M, L, XL, XXL . . . . . . $ 9.95 
7147 Reversible Camo Trousers, 

S, M, L, XL, XXL . . . . . . $ 9 .95 
7148 Reversible Camo Hat, sizes 

6% to 7%. . . . $ 1.00 

Hats 
Popular "Jones Style" hat. Has cloth inner 
sweat band. Very cool, light and comfortable. 
Washable. 
Sizes 6% to T Vs. 
7125 . . . . . . . . .... $ 2.00 
" Jones Style," fully lined with warm cotton 
flannel, lined ea rflaps . 
Sizes 6 ¥s to 7%. 
7126 ...... . .... . ..... $ 2.50 
7184 Camo Flannel Shirt-Made like a 

work shirt, button front , 2 
flap pockets, S, M, L, XL . . . $ 6.95 

Parka 7155 
Full-cut % length parka of cotton . Has full zi p
per, two wide, fl apped pockets. Draw strin g on 
hood . 
7155 M, L . ... . ......... $ 6.95 

Headnet 
Fits over cap and face. Easy to see out. Bars in
sects. Draw string adj ustment. 
7135 . ...... .......... $ 1.50 

Camouflage Face Mask 
Be completely hidden for bowhunting. Camou
flage netting fits over head and neck. Draw
string adjustment and eye-holes. Keeps face, 
neck and ears warm in winter. Yet lightweight 
enough to wear for insect protection. 12 in a 
carton. 
7136 ...... . .......... $ 3.00 

New Camouflage Netting 
This 6 ' x 6V2 ' Kama ca mouflage netting m akes 
an exce l len t portabl e blind. Tie tapes at corners 
and sides attach to trees and bushes. 
7137 .... .... . ... .. ..• $ 4.95 

Bow Cover Camouflage 
Two piece cover slips over bow limbs. Does not 
hamper shooting. 
7138 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 1.50 
7140 Camo Bandana-colorfast, 

washable . . . . . . . . . . $ .60 

Bowhunter Gloves 
Full deerski n g loves kee p 
hands warm-yet ready for ac· 
tion . Leather-ti pped shooting 
fingers. Alderbark color. Spec
ify g love size and ri ght or left 
hand for leather tipping. Sizes 
7,8,9, 10, 11. 
7260 . ...... pr.$ 4.95 
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Fred Bear two-season 
hunter outfit 

Fred Bear has designed the perfect suit for the 
two-season hunter. Camouflage colors blend in 
with natural surroundings-perfec t for bow· 
hunting. Then when it's time fo r gun season, 
the jacket reverses to a brilliant red . 

No need to bundle up with a lot of extra 
c lothes either. The Fred Bear Outfit gives you 
warmth without weight. Both jacket and trou· 
sers are 100% 8-oz. cotton twil l on the camou· 
flage side and 100% ny lon on the red reve rse 
side. Sandwiched between is insu lation of 3.3 
oz . Dacron 88 fiberfill polyester, the miracle 
fiber. 
7120 2·pc. outfit (Jacket, pants) 

sizes S, M, L, XL ....... $29.90 
7121 Fred Bear Jacket, S, M, L, XL. . $14.95 
7122 Fred Bear Pants , S, M , L, XL .. $14.95 

New Fred Bear Two-Season Coveralls 
Made of the same materials as the other Two· 
Season Hunter outfits, the coveralls feature a 
full length, two-way front zipper, four zi ppered 
pockets, a "disappearing" hood, elastic waist 
band, and cotton knit storm cuffs in the sleeves. 
7123 Sizes S, M, L, XL ........ $34.95 

Deer Call 
Bring 'em ri ght up close for shots. Guaranteed 
to lure whitetail, blacktail and mule deer. Long 
range. Unbrea kable . 
7245 ...... ... ........ $ 4.00 

Long Range Varmint Call 
Perfect tone for ca lling al l predators, furred or 
feathered . Reed wi ll last for years . Easi ly re· 
placed . Tough Ten ite . 
7246 . .. .............. $ 3 .00 

Short Range Varmint Call 
Most versatile ca ll of a ny kind . Will cal l the 
biggest variety of animals and birds. Range 
from 1/2 mile to a few yards. 
7247 .... . ........... . $ 2.00 

Combination Long-Short Range Calls 
Use for all predators . Widest ran ge of tone and 
distance. Complete with 45 RPM instruction 
record . 
7248 ................ . $ 5.00 

Fred Bear Bowhunter's Kit 
Hun ting knife with h igh· q ua I ity blade and 
sturdy, impact-resistant handle . Plus a file and 
stone-essentia ls for sharpening broadheads. 
Knife blade extends full length of handsomely· 
decorated bone hand le . 
3130 ...... .... . .. .... $ 9.95 

File with Handle 
3135 .. ......... $ 1.00 

File Case 
Top grade leather with large belt loop. 
3140 . . .. ... .......... $ 1.25 

Sharpening Stone 
First-line quality . Keeps knife or Razorheads 
perfectly sharp. 
3145 . . . . . . ....... . .. $ .50 

Fred Bear " Cut master" 
Knife & Broadhead Sharpener 
Li gh t in weight-only 1A oz. 
Small enough to fit in your 
watch pocket. Yet guaranteed 
to put a real cutting edge on 
any knife or broadhead . Sim· 
p le-Efficient-Convenient 
(18 on display card.) 
7255 ....... ea . $ 1.00 

New Neel Broadhead File 
The ideal t ool for field use Com es i n its own 
vinyl carrying case. Easy to ca rry-about t he 
size and weight of a bal l point pen . ( 12 in 
display) 
7257 . .. ... .• . . .••. $ 1.75 

New Fred Bear Hunting 
Bow Holder 
Perfect f or wa1t1ng 1n a b l ind. 
Pu sh the ca m ouf lage-green 
m e tal prongs i n to ground and 
bow 1s l1eld vertically between 
two sets of adjustable plastic 
guides. Bow may be qu ick ly 
and si len t ly removed for ac 
lion . 
7258 .• . • . $ 4 .95 

~Camouflage 
~ M.\l\lll'IRtA\1 

Fred Bear Camouflage Make-Up Cream 
Camouflage your fa ce, hands, and bow with 
Bark Brown, Glade Gree n or Shadow Black 
Cream. Appli es easi ly. Cold cr ea m base . Con
tai ns insect repe ll ent. 6 kits to a ca rton . 
7160 Kit of 3 co lors ...... ... $ 3.50 

Kwik-Lok Arrow Holder 
Here's a " must" when hunting on co ld days. 
Kwik-Lok holds arrow in bow; nocked and ready 
for a quick shot. When you draw, it releases 
autom atica lly. Springs clear of arrow 's fli g ht. 
Tapes on in seconds. (1 2 in a carton) 
7723 . . .. . . .. . ... ..... $ 1.98 

Nelson Arrow Holder 
Hold s arrow sec ure ly i n place . Great for co ld 
weather. Insta nt, si len t re lease. Fits a ny bow; 
snaps off in a j iffy. 
7720 . . ............ . 
7721 Jiffy clip for quick removal. 

. $ 2.00 

. $ 1.00 

' 

Deluxe Kwikee-Kwiver 
Light wei ght, sturdy bow 
quiver holds four hunting ar· 
rows. Special clamp permits 
mounting or removing while 
bow is strung. Molded Neo· 
prene rubber mounts for shafts 
a nd bow limb reinforced with 
specia l frame. One size fits all 
bows. Smooth, quick release 
of arrows with a minimum of 
movement. (6 in display box) 
7715 . . . . . . . $ 3.50 
7719 ... . . .. . . $ 1.50 

Kwikee Silencer 
Da mpens string noise to a 
whisper. Eliminates string vi· 
bration. No more tell-tale 
"twang" to spook game. 
Mounts in pairs ha lfway from 
center on bow string. Easily 
slides on string (12 on display 
card) 
7835 ....... pr. $ .90 

New Kilbead's Bowstring 
Silencers 
A pai r o f K i lbead si lence rs 1n· 
sta I led at both ends o f yo ur 
bowstri ng converts high fre· 
q uency no ise of the bowstring 
d ow n to a ba r ely audible 
"swish " Round shape won't 
snag on underbr ush. 
7840 .. . ... . pr. $ .75 

Brush Buttons 
Prevent snagg in g on under · 
brush. Dampens string noise. 
Soft rubber buttons easily slip 
onto bowstrin g. Does not inter· 
fere with bracing nor reduce 
accuracy. (12 pr. on display 
ca rd .) 
7830 Reg ul ar . . pr. $ .60 
7831 Super ... pr.$ .70 

New Cutter Insect Repellent 
Cutter 's cream formula of ex· 
p e nsive ingredients goes a 
long way. It 's the most expen· 
sive per o unce, but the least 
expensive per application. 
J ust t hr ee d rops r ubbed in well 
give long las t ing protection 
ilgai nst mosquitoes. gnats, 
ticks and biting flies. Won't 
sweat or ru b off. 
7222 . . ....... $ 1.49 

.,. Bowhunting Scent 
Gets buck c lose for easier bow· 
hunting shots. H elps nullify 
hum an odor. 
7225 Buck only ... $ 1.25 
7226 Twin Pack * .. $ 2.50 
•O ne to kill hum3n odor, one to 
attrac t game. 

... Miracle Lure 
Concentrated I ure to attrac t 
that buck. Can be used on yo ur 
person , or to m ake scent tra i l 
near blind . 
7230 . ........ $ 3.00 
7235 Refill . .. . . $ 2.00 

... Bear Buck Mist Scent 
Concentrated scent a ttra c ts 
the big bu cks . 
7236 . ........ $ 2 .00 

... Bear Deer 
Deceiver Scent 
Hides human odor. Hunt up· 
wind! 
7237 .. .. .. .. . $ 2.00 

Rickard's Indian 
... Buck Lure 

The original, true Indian buck 
lure . Guaranteed to h ide a ll 
huma n scent eve n in a down 
wind. Use for deer, e lk , m oose 
and bea r . Plastic sq ueeze bot· 
ti e is pocket s ize. 
7238 .. .. . .. .. $ 2.00 
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bowhunters 
jewelry 

New Fred Bear Bowhunters Jewelry 
The perfect W?.Y to show yo u're a bowhunter; 
the perfect g1tt, loo. Exqu isite ly macle sterl ing 
silve1 lie tncs and clips featuring lhe famous 
Bear R 1zorhead with trophy heads of ~1x big 

me animals. Choose your favorite. Accurate 
to the sm.1llest detail. Choose from run111ng 
bear, moos . mule de r, white tail, antelope, 
d<1ll rum, and be .. r heads on tie clips. Tic tuck 
le tur s R izorhead .done find m <1y also bP worn 
as a lapel pin . Each item design d by one of 
the country's leading silversm1ll1s. When or 
dning. please specify an1m e1 I preferred 
7885 Sti>r ing silver Razorhead 

Tie Tdc ...... . . 
7880 St 0 r l1ng silver tie c l ips • 
7880A Running Bea r .. 
78806 Moose head .. . 
7880C Mule De r hedd • 
78800 Whit·~ T <Jll l1ead . 
7880£ Antelope head. 
7880F Dall Ram head 
7880G Bear h ad . . . 
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. .. $ 7.50 

. ea . $17.50 
. $17 .50 
. $17.50 
. $17. 50 
. $17.50 
. $17 .50 
• $17.50 
. $17.50 

hunting knives 

New Fred Bear Hunting Knives 
Beaut fully er ifted, prec. 10n honed st, 1nless 
steel l1untin kn1v s 1n seven popul r styles. 
Each bow slack wood h<Jndle I" s hand cus
tomed f111 er rips ind 1s autor rapllen by Fred 
Benr ll1ep rt tb I 1nceand t1nequalitywork
m ll1»h1p is out tard11 . E. •ch comes in its own 
mold d top ra111 c 1th 'r b ·ll she" th 
7790 3 bl.id"', Bone ha • die . . $ 2.95 
7791 2 ~ bl 1de . $ 5.95 
7792 31 " blcide . . • . $ 6 .95 
7793 4 'hi H1<' . $ 7 .95 
7794 5" 011 111al bu ff lo sk inner . . $ 8.95 
7795 6'' Surv1vol hn1f" • . . • • • . $ 9 .95 
7796 H.inclmade ~k111ning Knife, 11 12" 

blade, sulld !Jr is& guard and 
11-tndl., riv ts. one piece blade 

so form cor of handle 
I r J'llac.l I •her she 1th. 
sh~rpen ng ston ••.•••• $29.95 

fox bow sets 
and arrows 

Fox Bows 

Just the right bow for youngsters of any age 
can be found among the high-quality Fox fiber· 
glass bows! 

Bow only Length Bow weight Price 

Golden Fox 60" 25/30, 30/35 $10.95 
Black Fox 54" 40/45 9.95 
Grey Fox .. 54" 25/30, 30/35 7.95 
Red Fox .. 48" 20 5.95 
Yellow Fox. 48" 15 4.95 
Blue Fox .. 42" 10 3.95 
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Each Fox bow is available, as shown above, a I 
without the set, and each can be used right 1 
or left-handed. st< 

to 
Golden Fox Set co 
For target archery and bow hunting both, the 
Golden Fox set includes 30 lb. bow, three 
matched arrows (with field point), leatherette 
belt quiver, shooting tab, armguard, bowstring, 
full-color animal target, and "Fun with Bow and 
Arrow" booklet ...... . ..... $17.95 

Black Fox Set 
The Black Fox is for novice archers 15 years 
old and up. Set includes three matched cedar 
arrows (with field points), leatherette belt 
quiver, finger tab, armguard, and bowstring. 
Plus full-color target and "Fun with Bow and 
Arrow" book let . . . . ........ $14.95 
(Dea/er note: Shipped two sets to a carton only.) 

Grey Fox Set 
Sized for the 10-16 year old. Included in the 
set are three cedar-shafted arrows (with target
field points), leatherette belt quiver, leather 
tab, armguard and full-color target. Set in
cludes 30 lb. bow and "Fun with Bow and Ar· 
row" booklet .. . ........... $11.95 
(Dea/er note : Shipped two sets to a carton only.) 

Red Fox Set 
20 lb. red fiberglass bow has white molded 
plastic grip. Set also includes belt quiver, arm· 
guard, finger tab, three cedar arrows (with 
target points), bowstring, full-color target, and 
"Fun with Bow and Arrow" booklet .. $ 9.95 
(Dealer note: Shipped four sets to a carton only.) 

Yellow Fox Set 
For children 6 to 10. Yellow fiberglass bow, 
three cedar arrows (with target points), bow· 
string, full-color target, quiver and "Fun with 
Bow and Arrow" booklet ....•... $ 7.95 
(Dealer note: Shipped four sets to a carton only.) 

Blue Fox Set 
Young archers to age 6. Set includes a 42" 
bow, three cedar-shafted arrows (with target 
points), three colorful target faces, quiver, bow
string a'ld "Fun with Bow and Arrow" book-
let . .. . ..•............ $ 5.95 
(Dealer note: Shipped four sets to a carton only.) 

Fox Arrows 

Fox 1240T Arrows 
Spine-selected cedar target arrows with full· 
color shaft-silver, blue and yellow-and as
sorted colorful feathers. In lengths of 24", 26" 
and 28" only. Diagonal fletch. (Dealer display 
carton of 144: 24-24"; 48-26": and 72-28"; 
or all in one length) 
1240T Target Points . . . per gross $60.00 

Fox 1280F Arrows 
Selected cedar arrows with field points. Full· 
color shaft-Chinese red, white or gold with 
contrasting two-color crest. 21164" diameter. 
Three clear feathers. (Dealer display carton in 
same quantities as 1240T) 
1280F Field Point . . . • per gross $85.00 
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how to take 
care of 
your bow 

Take care of your bow ... w:1ile not in use, keep 
your bow unstrung. Hang it vertically or lay it 
across pegs supporting both limbs. Keep it in 
a bow case in a cool, dry spot. 

When used in rain or snow, wipe dry before 
storing. In cold weather, flex bow several times 
to "warm it up." Occasionally, apply a light 
coat of furniture wax to protect finish. 

BRACE HEIGHT 

To measure brace height (fistmele}, measure 
at right angles to the string from the deepest 
cut in the handle on the face of the bow, below 
the arrow shelf. 

The proper brace height for your bow (and 
for you) depends almost entirely on your shoot· 
ing style and the conditions under which you 
are shooting. The string supplied with your Bear 
bow is exactly the right size to give your bow best 
performance. However there is no "set" brace 
height which will give you maximum perform· 
ance every time. For example, as your bow 
"warms up" during a shooting session, any 
string will tend to stretch a bit. After a period 
of disuse, the string will return to its original 
length. For this reason alone, it is important 
that you "tune" your bowstring to your bow 
before (and sometimes during) each shooting 
session, bracing the bow at the brace height 
will give you: 

1. Least wrist slap 
2. Least string noise and vibration when 

shooting. 
3. An arrow that-does not wobble in flight. 

Your brace height will never need to be lower 
than that provided by a fresh Bear bowstring, 
placed on the bow without twisting. To increase 
brace height, simply twist the string to shorten 
the length . 

Stringing your Recurved Bows 

Place bow handle un
der thigh, lower tip 
across front of oppo
site ankle. Raise heel 
to keep tip off ground. 
Apply pressure against 
recurve, not bow tip. 
Slip upper loop into 
nock, while watching 
string alignment on 
lower recurve . 

Or . . . use the new 
Bow-Pal Bowstringer. 
Just stand on the cord 
after attaching it to 
your bow. The bow 
tips bend as you pull 
up-ready for easy, 
safe stringing. For 
more information on 
the Bow-Pal Bow . 
stringer, see page 27. 

archery films 
in color and sound 

Here's something for every archer, bowhunter 
-all who enjoy the outdoors-in these rare 
and exclusive sound-color films. Never before 
have you been able to obtain such a thrill· 
packed collection of motion pictures for your 
community. 

These are a few groups that will welcome these 
films: 
•Sportsmen's Clubs 
•Archery Clubs 
•Service Clubs 
• Church Groups 
• Boy and Girl Scout Troops 

• Sport Shows 
•Schools 
• Open Houses 
• Banquets 
•Camps 

Average runing time of these films is 15 min
utes, making them ideal for club programming . 
Order two for a half-hour show. Rental fee is 
$5.00 each. Check or money order must accom· 
pany request. We pay postage both ways. Res
ervations should be made one month in ad
vance. Write: Grayling Film Service, Grayling, 
Michigan 49738. 
1. Kaibab Bucks Exciting first bowhunt sea
son in Arizona's Kaibab Forest. 
2. Trophy Elk Off to Wyoming's Rockies with 
a bow in quest of royal elk. 
*3. Backcountry Bowhunt Going after North 
America 's biggest game . 
4. Prairie Pronghorn Bowhunting wary ante
lope on the Western plains. 
5. Badland Bucks Skilled bowhunters outwit 
mule deer in North Dakota. 
*6. North to Adventure Record Stone sheep 
hunt in Canada . 
7. Bowhunter's Safari Fred Bear hunts in 
French Equatorial Africa . 
8. Bowfishing Fun Introduction to archery's 
fast-growing off-season sport. 
9. The Art of Archery Basic instruction by ex
perts on how to shoot. 
*10. The Oldest Game Thrilling pursuit of the 
wily white-tail deer. 
11. B'wana Bowman Amazing story of ele· 
phant hunt in Africa's Congo. 
12. Arrow for a Grizzly Bowhunter meets 
Grizzly in the Yukon wilds. 
13. Grubstake Bowhunt Stalking beautiful 
Dall sheep in Alaska. 
t 14. ABC Television's American Sportsman 
Grizzly Hunt Featuring Fred Bear. 
*15. Land of the Tiger Fred Bear's successful 
search for the great Bengal tiger in exotic India. 
*16. Kodiak Country Breathtaking hunt of the 
huge Kodiak bear in Alaska. 
*17. Fins, Feathers & Fur The fast action of 
"off-season" sports for the bowman-bowfish
ing for the stingray and alligator gar, hunting 
for the bob cat and pheasant. 
*18. Mozambique Game Trails Exciting and 
unusual big game hunting in the wilds of East 
Africa. Stalking the nyala, impala, Greater 
Kudu, and waterbuck, climaxed with the bag
ging of a huge bull elephant. 
t 19. ABC Television's American Sportsman 
Fred Bear in his first successful attempt at a 
polar bear in Alaska . Part two an exciting stalk 
of a big buck mule deer in New Mexico. t(Note: 
cannot be used for television or paid audi· 
ences.) 
*20. The Year of the Cape Buffalo Fred Bear 
and professional hunter Wally Johnson suc
cessfully go after Africa's meanest game: the 
Cape Buffalo. Filmed in Mozambique. 
*Jn two parts-1 21/2 minutes each, on one reel. 
$10 .00 per reel . Write us about films for tele· 
vision use. 

How to Order A Bear Bow 
Tell your Bear dealer your height, weight, age, 
whether you are right or left-handed, and 
whether you want tackle for hunting, target, or 
both. If no dealer is nearby, write us. 

Prices are f .o.b. Grayling, and subject to 
change without notice. Minimum order $5 .00 
(Michigan residents only: if you send check 
with order, allow for 4% sales tax .) Dealers are 
requested to use Bear order blanks whenever 
possible. 

Important : Normal Parcel Post restrictions do 
not apply to parcels being shipped to a RFD 
address. These packages may weigh up to 70 
lbs . and have a maximum size of 100" (length 
plus girth). 

bear 
guarantee 

For Those Who Want 
the Finest 
Every Bear Bow is numbered and accompanied 
by a registration card which must be filled out 
and mailed by the purchaser or his Bear Dealer 
within 10 days after date of purchase . Should 
failure occur in a bow so registered within a 
period of 6 months after date of purchase, the 
Bear Archery Company will make free repair, 
or replacement if repair is not feasible, unless 
the bow shows evidence of misuse or improper 
handling. The bow serial number must be in· 
tact. 

After 6 months and up to one year after the 
purchase date and provided the bow has not 
been mis-used or mishandled, repair or re· 
placement will be made for 25% of the list 
purchase price. From one year to 1112 years 
after purchase date, the charge will be 50% of 
the purchase price. From 1112 to 3 years the 
charge will be 75% of the purchase pr ice. 

No adjustment will be made until the dam
aged bow is returned to our factory for inspec
tion . Replacement will be made with a bow of 
the same model and weight, as near as possi
ble. This guarantee is valid only when purchase 
has been made through an Authorized Bear 
Dealer. Dealers are not authorized to make 
adjustments, but they will be glad to handle 
the shipping and correspondence for you . 

This warranty 1s transferablE from o c r 
to another, provided bow 1s re 1s1er J t t me 
of purchase by original ow'11 . 

For Your Reading Enjoyment 
7809 Fun with Bow and Arrow by 

Fred Bear ...... . . . $ .25 
7810 How to make Bows and Arrows . $ 1.25 
7811 NFAA Handbook .. . . .$ 2.00 
7812 NFAA Hunting Manual . . . .$ 2.00 
7813 The Basic Technique of 

Instinctive Field Shooting 
Published by NFAA ... . . $ .25 

7815 NAA (and FITA) Official Rule 
Book. . . .$ 1.25 

7816 How to Improve Your Archery .$ .75 
7817 Archery Instructor's Guide . . $ 2.00 
7818 Power Archery . . . .. . $ 1.00 
7819 Let's Raise Our Score by 

Dick Young. .$ 2.00 
7820 Bowhunting for Deer by 

Wambold ..... . . .$ 5.95 
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